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Introduction

The great herds of American bison (Bison bison), acclaimed
by generations of North Americans as "buffalo," provided a
vast potential for the Indian. The buffalo was long the
primary game animal of the plains tribes whose lives centred
around its presence or absence. It was regarded as a spirit
benefactor, an inexhaustible source of plenty, and was,
therefore, accorded all due respect.
Perhaps the most emphatic testimonial on the importance
of buffalo to the plains Indian was that of Frank G. Roe
(1951: 602) when he stated, "I know of no other instance
throughout the entire world wherein from one single source
so many commodities of primary importance were derived."
John C. Ewers adds substance to Roe's statement by bringing
together ways in which the buffalo was used by plains
tribes (Ewers 1966: 21-6).
First of all, the buffalo furnished food. When the
animal was easily procured, the cows were preferred and only
the choice parts were usually eaten, whereas in times of
scarcity, all of the animal but the "glands of the neck,
sinews, bull's pizzle, horns, hoofs and hair furnished food"
(Ewers 1966: 21). Buffalo meat was eaten raw, boiled or
roasted; alone or mixed with other animal or plant foods.
Parts eaten raw were the liver, kidneys, cartilage of the
snout, eyes, brains, marrow, manyplies, testicles, the feet
of small calves in embryo and glands of the calf envelope.
Preferred parts of the animal were the tongue, tenderloin,
hump and marrow bones. In times of plenty these were the
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parts taken, the remainder left to the wolves. Dried
buffalo meat, called "jerky," was often pounded fine, mixed
with pulverized dried berries and marrow fat and stored for
future use in hide containers called parfleches. This
mixture, known as pemmican, could keep for several years.
Second, the hide of the buffalo fulfilled many
important needs among the plains tribes. With pelage
attached, it provided a warm outer garment worn in winter,
or without the hair, was worn in warmer seasons. Moccasins
were also made of buffalo hide. The tipi or lodge was
covered with dressed buffalo hides, carefully pieced and
sewn together. Other buffalo hides served as mats and bed
coverings. For water transportation, the bowl-shaped "bull
boat" was made from buffalo hides stretched over a wooden
framework. Other uses of the hide were to provide a variety
of containers, "including the parfleche, quivers, medicine
cases, saddle bags, etc. The shield was of fire-hardened
hide" (Ewers 1966: 23).
Other important uses of the buffalo are given by Ewers
(1966: 23), demonstrating the broad range of everyday
necessities provided by the animal.
The sinew from the large tendons of the
back and legs was twisted for use as thread,
bowstrings, snowshoe webs and rope. Many bows
were sinewed backed.
As household utensils buffalo horn spoons
and ladles were used.

The intestines or

bladder served for water containers. Stone
boiling in buffalo paunch containers was a
common method of cooking.
Hoofs and horns of the Buffalo were cut up
and made into ceremonial rattles or used to
hold tobacco, medicines and gun powder.
Bones were used for tools of various
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kinds: awls, chisels, hide fleshers, scrapers,
and paint brushes.
The hair was sometimes twisted into yarn
and braided into bags, belts, garters,
leggings, girdles, ropes for tying materials,
in ceremonial costumes as headbands, necklaces,
etc., blankets, saddle wadding, moccasin lining
in winter, halters for horses, additional
artificial head-hair, etc
In the field of art the buffalo made a less
prominent contribution. The buffalo was rarely
represented in the three principal Plains
techniques - painting, quillwork and beadwork.
But buffalo hide materials served as field for
decoration - robes, parfleches, moccasins,
shields, tipi covers, etc. And sinew for
sewing beads and attaching quills, bone paint
brushes and the glue sizing used in painting all were furnished by the buffalo.
The buffalo exerted a strong influence on the
non-material part of plains Indian life. It was a favourite
subject in the animal myths and legends. Seasons or months
of the year were named after the buffalo. According to
Ewers (1966: 25),
It was given a place in the Dakota
religious hierarchy. Buffalo calling
ceremonies and buffalo dances were observed.
And materials taken from the buffalo were
endowed with sacred meaning when used in
ceremonial and medicine bundles.
The spirit or ghost buffalo, the first of
all buffalos, was said to have been born in a
cave in the north. He was pure white and was
the patron of medicine men and doctors,
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teaching them the healing art, especially as
regards wounds.
The rare albino animals found occasionally
on the plains were greatly reverenced by the
Indians because of their resemblance to the
spirit buffalo.
The animal was the totem or fetish of the
Buffalo societies which existed among the
plains tribes. Members of these societies had
personal names indicating movements, postures
and actions of the beast, such as Standing
Buffalo. The months were designated by the
habits of the animal. The buffalo became the
symbol of the leader and the type of long life
and plenty. Buffalo ceremonies and stories
were a constant delight to the people.
Finally, even the sun-dried dung of the buffalo
provided ample fuel where timber was scarce. The use of
these droppings of manure or "buffalo chips" as fuel was
often vital to the survival of the early plains traveller,
both Indian and non-Indian.
Ironically, the final defeat of the Indian was effected
not through superior armaments or overwhelming numbers,
although these certainly existed, but, as Collier (1948:
133) points out, through the extermination of the same
spirit benefactor upon which the tribes were immutably
dependent. Thus by destroying this cornucopia, the white
man humbled a once proud people whose history on this
continent had begun many thousands of years before as the
result of a fortunate geological occurrence.
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The Great Plains

Many attempts have been made to define the "Great Plains,"
most of them directed toward specific ends. Fortunately, as
demonstrated by Kroeber (1939), the plains culture area
correlates closely with climate and biota.
Webb (1931: 3-9) is of the opinion that a "Great Plains
environment" is a more satisfactory concept than a "Great
Plains region." His list of outstanding characteristics for
such an environment includes a comparatively flat surface,
great extent of that surface, treelessness and a sub-humid
or semi-arid climate. Rainfall within an area so defined
would be insufficient for agriculture without irrigation.
Recognizing that each of his plains characteristics is of
wide and distinctive distribution, he defines the Great
Plains as the area where all three major criteria coincide
and dominate the land.
Webb's concept of the Great Plains environment takes in
a far greater area than that presently under consideration.
Consequently we restrict our attention to his "Region I,"
defined as a "treeless, level, semi-arid" land, in general
corresponding to Wedel's (1961: 37) Great Plains area. For
our purposes, then, the Great Plains extend from the Rocky
Mountains eastward to encompass the short-grass plains. The
boundary between tall and short grasses which divides the
Great Plains on a north-south axis is stable and
climatically controlled, although the grassland-forest
boundary fluctuates due to the periodic influence of fire
(see discussion by several authorities in Forbis, et al.
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1969: 212-5). The 100th meridian coincides roughly with the
line of 20-inch annual rainfall, west of which agriculture
is precarious and difficult except with specialized methods
and crops (Wedel 1961: 31-4).
On the north and northeast fringes of the Great Plains
interpositioning occurs with outliers of the boreal forest,
making this boundary somewhat indistinct and annually
variable. From north to south, the Great Plains can be
characterized as extending from southern Alberta, southern
Saskatchewan and southwestern Manitoba to west central
Texas. Thieret (1963) demonstrates close floristic affinity
between this area and the Athabasca, Peace, and Mackenzie
river basins of northern Canada. This similarity extends
also to fauna; for example, the wood bison (Bison bison
athabascae) corresponds with the bison of the plains (Bison
bison bison). Unfortunately, the archaeology of northern
Alberta is very poorly known at present, and it is not known
to what extent the culture area may extend northward.
Physiographically, as Webb (1931) indicates, the Great
Plains area is a uniformly elevated steppe. Variations in
this generalized terrain occur in the form of numerous
isolated spur hills and mountain ranges such as the
Sweetgrass Hills on the Alberta-Montana border, the Turtle
Mountains of southwestern Manitoba, and the Black Hills of
South Dakota.
Underlying the soil mantle uplifted Tertiary,
Cretaceous and earlier sediments have been eroded by wind,
water and ice, resulting in a gentle slope eastward from the
Rocky Mountain foothills. In prehistoric times outcroppings
of these stone formations, as well as river gravels derived
from the mountains, were important sources of chert,
chalcedony, quartzite, sandstone and other raw materials
fashioned by the Indians into stone implements.
At the foot of the mountains the elevation of the Great
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Plains ranges upwards of 5,500 feet above sea level, but the
gentle eastward slope drops the plains to an elevation of
1,500 feet at the 97th meridian (Fenneman 1931: 4-5).
The western half of the Great Plains (the plains of
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Montana, Wyoming and northwestern
Texas) can be specifically examined as the "high plains."
This area exhibits erosion and dessication, and has a more
broken topography than is found on the gently rolling plains
of Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas, eastern Saskatchewan and
southwestern Manitoba. Due to stream cutting, the high
plains provided an ideal natural terrain for driving the
indigenous bison herds over cliffs, cutbanks and coulee
wa11s.
Certainly one of the most significant unifying factors
among the prehistoric plains people was a primary dependence
upon the plains bison, a large herbivore concentrated upon
the high plains. Smaller numbers of bison ranged well to
the west, north and east of this core area.
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Effects of the Glacial Period

Along the northern margin of the plains, successive
glaciations have covered the area and modified its
topography. The Pleistocene epoch, or Ice Age, began well
over one million years ago. It is generally believed to
have ended between 7,000 and 10,000 years ago. During the
Pleistocene at least four great glaciations covered large
areas of the northern hemisphere. Various forms of evidence
suggest that each of these continental ice sheets occurred
at approximately the same time in North America and Eurasia.
In North America the glaciations have been named the
Nebraskan, Kansan, Illinoian and Wisconsin stages, from
earliest to latest. Our primary concern with regard to the
history of the bison in North America is the Sangamon
interglacial period, the succeeding Wisconsin glaciation,
and the postglacial period.
Forms of bison much larger than the modern plains bison
were present on the plains throughout the Sangamon
interglacial, while climatic changes and renewed movements
from Asia brought smaller forms to the area at points during
the Wisconsin glaciation. Exact bison chronology has yet to
be satisfactorily resolved, although general trends are now
emerging from the evidence.
Several ice advances of the Wisconsin have been
recognized and dated. At its maximum extent, continental
ice of this glaciation covered most of Canada and spread
southward into northern Montana, the Dakotas, across the
Great Lakes area and into the upper Mississippi valley.
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Another ice sheet covered most of the Pacific northwest at
this time; separate and lesser ice sheets in the form of
piedmont and valley glaciers were present in the mountainous
areas of Canada and the northwestern United States.
Extensive deposits of glacial till, or "boulder clay"
remained after the glaciers receded; these deposits were
characterized by an unique topography including
"knob-and-kettle" terrain, prairie mounds and arcuate
moraines. From the Canadian Shield to the northeast were
brought boulders of chert, basalt and quartzite to
supplement locally available raw materials for tool
production. The melting of stagnant ice within moraine
deposits left numberless hollows which trapped water, to
become known to us as our familiar prairie sloughs or
"potholes."
There can be little doubt that man hunted and lived
along the margins of these huge ice fields of the
Pleistocene, although few important sites have been found in
such a situation. The distribution of early fluted points
in the Great Lakes states agrees with a mapped ice front.
We have abundant evidence for man's occupation of the
high plains during the Pinedale advances of the Wisconsin
glaciers about 12,000 to 13,000 years ago. As far south as
Texas, high plains hunters were following the mammoth and
large bison that abounded, evidently on a tall-grass steppe.
More than 10,000 years ago, hunters were driving bison over
cliffs at Bonfire Shelter in Texas (Dibble and Lorrain
1963) .
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Fossil Bison

The story of bison evolution in North America is a
fascinating one. As we have seen, bison arrived as part of
the considerable flow of large mammals across the Bering
land bridge. It is tempting to view these incursions as
"waves," corresponding with the glacial stages; however, the
picture is more complex than this.
Not long ago, authors such as Skinner and Kaisen (1947:
155) viewed the arrival in terms of two migrations during
interglacials. This, however, was shown to be incorrect in
timing: the onset of cold conditions did not, as these
authors suggested, end movements across the land bridge.
Rather, it was the lowering in sea level characteristic of
the glacial stage, coupled with the often incomplete
coverage of the land by glaciers, that allowed entry of
bison to the more southerly portions of the New World
(Wilson 1969: 180-1). At the height of an interglacial
period, the land bridge would have been completely
inundated, as at present. Conversely, at the height of a
glacial advance, free movement of animals from the
Alaska-Yukon area to the south may have been hindered.
Central Alaska remained arid and unglaciated, and doubtless
supported large mammals during glacial times (Guthrie 1972:
295) .
Until recently our knowledge of the stratigraphy of
Alaskan finds was limited and our views of bison history in
this area were deduced from the evidence available
elsewhere. A bizarre variety of forms was described and
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many authors believed in an incredibly complex system of as
many as 20 to 25 distinct fossil species of bison in
Amer ical
Fortunately, the Alaskan picture is clearer now, after
the work of such men as Pewe and Hopkins (1967) and Guthrie
(1970; 1972), and our originally complex picture can be
greatly simplified. What is emerging is that during glacial
periods, Alaska and some of the Yukon were faunally a part
of Siberia and large, mobile animals moved freely back and
forth.
The early bison evolution theories were grouped by
Guthrie into two opposing trends: the "orthogenetic" school,
and the "wave" school. The former, typified by Schultz and
Frankforter (1946) believed that after a single migration of
very large bison over the land bridge early in the
Pleistocene, bison progressively became smaller and smaller
in a single lineage. Thus the larger the bison, the older
the site. However, stratigraphic studies of the largest
forms have shown them to post-date certain smaller forms;
most of the largest forms appearing to date to the Sangamon
interglacial. Thus the orthogenetic theory of these authors
is untenable. The "wave" theory held, as we have seen, that
differing groups of bison species could be traced back to
specific waves of migration from the Old World. This view
does not hold up either, for one species, B^ pr iscus,
appears to have occupied Alaska and the Yukon throughout the
Pleistocene with little change.
It appears that the Alaskan population was stabilized
through its recurrent genetic and geographic continuity with
Asian populations. The latter were morphologically
stabilized through intense competition from other large
Asian herbivores (Guthrie 1970: 9 ) .
If different "waves" of movement did exist, they were
from the Alaska-Yukon refugium to more southerly areas, not
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from Asia to the New World. Movements from Asia to Alaska
were not wholesale "waves" with clear directionality.
Rather, they were simply re-establishments of gene flow,
once the original colonization had occurred.
Bison priscus is an old taxon, long accepted by
Eurasian palaeontologists. New World workers have until
recently tended to reject the species as poorly defined and
overly inclusive. Such a stand was adopted by Skinner and
Kaisen (1947: 229) who restricted the species to a very
small portion of the "Bison priscus" population recognized
by Old World workers. Guthrie (1970: Fig. 1) adopted the
Eurasian viewpoint and synonymized "B. crassicornis," "B.
preoccidentalis," "B. alaskensis," and "B. geisti"
(recognized as valid by Skinner and Kaisen) with B. priscus.
The latter can thus be viewed as an "Holarctic
steppe-tundra" bison (Guthrie 1966: 726) in which a
morphological gradient may be demonstrated across the
Holarctic region (Guthrie 1970: 5 ) .
Perhaps unintentionally, Butler (1971: 3) has
misconstrued this issue. He refers clearly to "B.
crass icornis, B. preoccidentalis, B. alaskensis, and B.
ge ist i" and then describes B. priscus as a "previously
unmentioned species," apparently disavowing the synonymy.
The trend toward synonymy extends to other bison
species. Wilson (1969: 183) and Guthrie (1970: 6) have
synonymized B. alleni and B. chaneyi; the former having
priority. Furthermore, Guthrie (ibid.) makes the tentative
suggestion that few grounds exist for the separation of B.
alleni from B. priscus. Probably the two are best viewed as
geographical sub-species. A great overlap in measurements
exists, along with clear contemporaneity. In addition, B.
pr iscus seems limited to the Alaskan area and the northern
Great Plains (Brophy 1965), while B. alleni seems more
characteristic of southern plains and adjacent areas
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(Skinner and Kaisen 1947: 185-6). Lacking clear knowledge
of the variation of the northern forms, early authors such
as Hay (1913: 183) identified Alaskan specimens as "Bison
alleni," attesting to the close relationship between these
forms. Following in part the usage of Flerow (1969: 201),
we would thus refer to the two subspecies as Bison priscus
crassicornis (Richardson) and Bison priscus alleni (Marsh).
A third large form of bison, B. latifrons, may have
differentiated sufficiently to be regarded as a valid
species (Guthrie 1970: 9-10). It is not clear that B.
lat ifrons gave rise to any later species: its demise may
well have been due to competition from other bison species
(ibid.).
By Sangamon times, then, there were evidently two
species of bison in North America: B. priscus and B.
latifrons. The former had differentiated into two regional
subspecies, undoubtedly with a fair amount of persistent
gene flow. These two species apparently lasted through most
of the Wisconsin glaciation, although information here is
less well controlled at present.
Late in the Wisconsin or very early in the postglacial
period two new forms of bison appeared on the plains: they
were smaller than B. priscus. Skinner and Kaisen (1947:
155-7) viewed the two as separate species, B. antiquus and
B. occidental is, the former becoming extinct in "Sub-Recent"
times. Later workers have increasingly suggested that the
two were merely variants of one species (Lorrain 1968: 114;
Hillerud 1966; Wilson 1969; Guthrie 1970; Butler 1971), a
view that is rather widely accepted today.
The chief argument in this case rages over a semantic
distinction. Those workers who see B. alleni and B. priscus
as distinct species must view their respective descendants
as separate species also; if not, the workers would be
setting up a polyphyletic species. If the forms are
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correctly viewed as subspecies, B. priscus alleni and B.
priscus crassicornis, then the descendant taxa may also be
viewed as subspecies. Fuller and Bayrock (1965: 57)
subsumed B. occidentalis as a subspecies within B. bison.
This view is considerably more palatable than its
predecessor (for instance, Skinner and Kaisen 1947: 155),
which suggested the emergence of a new, fully differentiated
species within the Wisconsin glacial stage. Recent
stratigraphic work has suggested that the "species" would
have had to differentiate in less than 30,000 years (see,
for instance, Shackleton and Hills 1972; Guthrie 1970), an
extremely short period of time. As we have seen, there is
mounting pressure for the specific synonymy of B. antiquus
with the form we now know as B. bison occidentalis; the
former would thus become B. bison antiquus. Evidently the
two regional subspecies of B. priscus present during early
Wisconsin times were preserved with relatively little
geographic modification in the descendant species. Such a
viewpoint would have been scoffed at a few decades ago when
the prevailing tendency was to accompany the rise of each
new species with an hypothesized "adaptive radiation," in
which one subspecies of the ancestral species survived and
gave rise through geographic differentiation to all the
subspecies of the descendant species. To skirt this model
and its problems, many authors simply steered clear of
fossil subspecies, and envisioned virtually all recognizable
varieties and extremes as species. Osborn's (1929)
monograph on the titanotheres incorporates this side-step,
and his phylogenetic chart (ibid.: 769, Fig. 697) shows the
inevitable result: a considerable number of apparent "dead
ends." Each of these dead ends was viewed as divergent
before extinction; rather than as an unfavoured extreme in
an ongoing, evolving population. Osborn's own "theoretic
selection of fluctuations of proportion" (ibid.: 849) was a
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reasonably valid model for intra-populational selection, but
he did not fully realize its implications.
Coon (1962) has generated a model for the evolution of
populations in which geographic differentiation into races,
or subspecies, has occurred. This model incorporates the
concepts of line and grade, such that
A grade...is a stage of physical adaptation to
a special way of life, otherwise known as an
ecological niche. A 1ine is a lineage, a
genetic continuum, a succession of animals in
process of phyletic evolution....A line may pass
through several grades and a grade may include
populations of animals belonging to different
lines (Coon 1962: 306).
Thus we can envision an evolving population
differentiated spatially into regional lines. Each line
evolves as part of the ongoing population; however, due to
the vagaries of gene flow, an innovation arising in one line
may take some time to diffuse to other lines. As a result,
one line may cross an arbitrary grade boundary before other
lines do. Given sufficient gene flow, eventually all the
lines will cross the grade boundary: if gene flow is
interrupted, lines will diverge.
A subspecies may be viewed as the intersection of a
line and a grade, since in palaeontology the subspecies
involves both space and time. A line, then, represents a
subspecies evolving through time, with appropriate
recognition of the crossing of grade boundaries.
Coon (ibid.) applied this model to ancient man (Homo
spp.) and argued for the antiquity of human races on the
basis that they represent nothing more than regional lines.
He was met head-on by critics who believed that he was thus
a racist, and who believed that racial differentiation (or
subspeciation) had occurred only after the emergence of the
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modern species, H. sapiens. These critics evolved elaborate
theories in which H. sapiens arose in the Near East and then
spread all over the world, somehow eradicating the former
indigenous populations. Coon was able to argue that races
of H. sapiens are quite well adapted to their respective
environments, suggesting a reasonable antiquity to allow
time for the process of adaptation.
Perhaps the strongest case against Coon lay in the
argument of Montagu (1967; quoted in Martin 1970: 1504-5)
that lines and grades had not been recognized in any
non-human animal groups. Van Valen (1966), despite this
possibility, saw the Coon hypothesis as plausible. Martin
(1970) provided evidence from the rice rats, Sigmodon spp.,
pointing to a line and grade model in that genus:
Sigmodon minor evolved from Sigmodon
medius, and the available evidence suggests
that Kansas populations of Sigmodon minor were
derived from Kansas populations of Sigmodon
med ius, while Arizona populations of Sigmodon
minor were derived from Arizona populations of
Sigmodon medius (Martin 1970: 1504).
Martin (ibid.: 1505) cited another possible case among
the Rodentia, involving a species with three subspecies.
Guthrie (1970: 7) suggested that a similar situation
exists among fossil species of Bison, and labelled the whole
taxonomic problem "Coon's Dilemma." Ironically, although
Coon's model seems to fit our situation well, the problem
remains as to its applicability to human populations. Ii
the latter case, the crux of the argument lies in the
interpretation of the degree of human differentiation. tfith
bison, the differentiation has already been noted by many
authors, and our problem is to decide at what level this
differentiation is significant taxonomically. Although
these two situations sound remarkably similar, they differ
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in emotional impact, and seem to travel different paths to
acceptance.
Some controversy still exists over the status and
history of B. bison athabascae in North America. Skinner
and Kaisen (1947: 150-1) noted that both modern subspecies
in North America possess much the same horn-core
characteristics as B. bison occidentalis, differing only in
size. B. bison athabascae, being slightly larger than B.
bison bison, was thus "closer" in a morphological sense to
B. bison occidentalis and occupied an intermediate position
phylogenetically. This fitted the cranial evidence well;
however, Skinner and Kaisen did not consider differences in
pelage and other non-cranial features.
Fuller and Bayrock (1965: 57, 61) espoused a similar
viewpoint. Their chart showed B. bison athabascae
apparently giving rise to B. bison bison, while persisting
in its own right. The chart seems to place the origin of B.
bison bison approximately 5,000 years ago. As did Skinner
and Kaisen, Fuller and Bayrock saw these forms as descended
from an Alaskan population of B. priscus (B. crassicornis in
their usage), through B. bison occidentalis.
Flerow and Zablotski (1961), however, disavowed a North
American origin for B. bison athabascae, seeing it as far
more closely related to late Pleistocene Eurasian (and
particularly Siberian) bison. Several authors have since
supported this point, notably Flerow (1969), and, in North
America, Geist (1971). Geist based his views upon studies
of pelage, stance and behaviour in addition to the skeletal
evidence of prior authors. As is the case with many bison
taxonomy problems, the skeletal evidence is quite ambiguous
and may be taken as supportive evidence by either side.
Here lies the importance of Geist's analysis, for he devotes
considerable time to a study of the pelage differences
between B. bison bison and B. bison athabascae, and to the
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similar ities in pelage between B. bison athabascae and Bison
pr iscus (the latter known from frozen specimens and from
European cave paintings). A major criticism of this view is
that Bison priscus was in North America as well as Eurasia
(we have seen that Bison priscus = Bison crassicornis and
other synonyms) and was accepted by Skinner and Kaisen
(1947) and Fuller and Bayrock (1965), as well as many other
authors, as the ancestor of B. bison athabascae. Could the
specializations of B. bison bison be thus irrelevant to the
question of the wood bison's origin? The differences
between plains and wood bison may have their roots in
differentiation as far back as during the times of B.
pr iscus.
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The Rise of the Modern Plains Bison

In the foregoing discussion, we saw the development of the
modern bison populations as a simple evolution from the B.
bison occidentalis/B. bison antiquus populations. The
modern plains bison (B\ bison bison) arose directly from the
variable high plains populations; while the wood bison (B.
bison athabascae) arose from a relatively undiluted,
northern B. bison occidentalis stem, favouring the general
form of the ancestral species, B. priscus.
Guilday (1967) and Wilson (1969) have discussed the
application of Kurten's "population-density factor" to the
evolution of postglacial bison species in reference to their
diminution through time. Both papers suggested critical
periods of habitat restriction due to climatic change as
responsible for the limiting effects of the
population-density factor. As range area decreased, the
bison either had to undergo a reduction in population or a
reduction in overall size (or both). Such modification
would be the inevitable result of crowding, an increase in
population density.
The timing of such an event is problematical. Hester
(1967) suggests "terminal dates" for B. bison occidentalis
and B. bison antiquus to be approximately 8,000 years B.P.
However, it must be kept in mind that this is based upon
negative evidence (lack of radiocarbon dates later than
this) and, as such, is subject to any amount of revision.
Recent finds from Wyoming, as yet unpublished, indicate the
presence of large bison less than 6,500 years ago (George C.
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Frison: pers. coram.).
It thus appears that significantly smaller bison were
not to be found until some time during or after the
Hypsithermal Interval. Although opinions vary as to the
nature and intensity of this climatic fluctuation, there
seems to have been dessication, and thus habitat restriction
for bison, at least on the southern plains. It is difficult
at the present time to find another explanation than the
Hypsithermal for what was a rather drastic decrease in
overall size of Bison bison.
Just as the coming of the Hypsithermal period probably
caused major restrictions in the amount of range available
in the south, the following return to more moderate
conditions was probably accompanied by an extension of the
bison range. This evidently allowed an increase in the
total bison population, documented in the archaeological
record by a rise in the use of communal drives.
Prehistoric hunters apparently made little impact upon
the total population of bison, which continued to extend its
range until at least A.D. 1500. With the coming of the
white man and the more sophisticated weaponry, the bison was
systematically slaughtered and all but exterminated.
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The Plains Bison

It is probable that the plains bison had essentially
attained its modern size by the end of the Hypsithermal,
4,000 years ago. Modern plains bison thus seem to be a
stabilized form, in that major climatic shifts have not
occurred on the plains since that time. Many behavioural
data available for the modern-day forms can probably be
extrapolated from the plains bison to the immediate
post-Hypsithermal period. Thus, modern behavioural and
biological studies are of assistance in helping us to
understand the techniques and problems of the bison drives.
We begin our examination of the modern plains bison by
defining the animal anatomically. Skinner and Kaisen (1947:
161) presented a definition based upon cranial
characteristics:
SPECIFIC CHARACTERS
(BASED ON MALE SKULLS)
Horn-cores small in size, smallest of
Bison: core length on upper curve seldom
exceeds basal circumference or cranial width
between horn-cores and orbits, subcircular in
basal cross section; posteriorly directed with
respect to longitudinal axis of skull and
extending posterior to occipital plane; distal
tips posteriorly twisted and pointed, superior
longitudinal groove weak or missing, tips tend
to be most posteriorly directed of Bison,
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seldom rising high above the plane of the
fontals [sic] and seldom strongly depressed,
curvature varying from nearly straight to
recurved.
Largest horn-cores as large as in B.
(Bison) athabascae [sic] and nearly as large as
in the small variants of B. (Bison)
occidental is, but never so large as in B.
(Bison) preoccidentalis or shaped as in B.
(Simobison) antiquus; general core shape much
like that of B. (B.) occidentalis but smaller.
Frontals vary from flat to arched; orbits
tend to be tubular; facial region tends to be
slender and somewhat shorter than in
occidental is; masseteric processes seldom
strongly developed; occipital region rounded
and well developed; cranium tends to be
moderate.
Male skulls larger and more massive with
longer, better developed horn-cores and basal
burrs than female; basal longitudinal grooves
of core surface better developed, and orbits
tend to be more tubular on old males than in
females.
4
Premolars . tend to be more molariform
than in earlier forms. Superior and inferior
molars have a median style or enamel fold
between the anterior and posterior lobes that
disappear in a progressive order with age.
Skinner and Kaisen selected 44 skulls for the purpose
of measurement, although some of the measurements in their
summary listed a total sample of only 29 or 30. Compared
with the samples of other species measured, however, this
represented a high level of significance.
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An excellent working description of the plains bison
with respect to external anatomy was given by Soper (1964:
372-9):
Family BOVIDAE. Bison, Goats, and Sheep
Genus Bison Hamilton-Smith
GENERAL CHARACTERS: A huge, bulky bovine,
or wild ox, particularly notable for a high
hump at the shoulders and massive head; short,
curved, round horns that continue growing
annually, but are never shed; two principal
hoofs and two adjunct hoofs on each foot.
Stomach complex; chews cud. Tail relatively
short, haired and tufted at end. Some colour
differentiation in sexes; only moderate,
seasonal change of tone in pelage, but thicker
and longer in winter.
Dentition: inc.0-0; can.0-0; prem.3-3; mol.3-3; = 32.
3-3
1-1
3-3
3-3
PLAINS BISON
Bison bison bison (Linnaeus)
DESCRIPTION: As above, and with long,
shaggy, woolly hair, markedly heavy on head,
under throat and on forelegs. Pelage dark
brown on head, lower neck, shoulders, legs, and
tail; elsewhere lighter brown both above and
below. Females less contrasty than males.
Calves yellowish brown, or reddish yellow at
birth, becoming similar to adult females in the
course of three or four months....
SIZE: Largest of North American ungulates
with the exception of the wood bison.
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Approximate, average measurements of adult
males: 134, 17, 24 ins. [respectively, length,
tail vertebral length, and hind foot]; height
at shoulder, 70 ins.; weight, 1,800-2,200
pounds. In dimensions, cows 25-30 per cent
smaller, with weights of about 800-1,200
pounds.
Distribution of the Plains Bison
Reed (1952) discussed at length the problem of a true type
locality for Bison bison bison, said by many (see Miller and
Kellogg 1955: 818) to have been Mexico. Reed concluded that
at the time of the Spanish conquest, the bison may not have
been in Mexico at all. He exploded the legend of a buffalo
supposedly exhibited by Montezuma (presumably Montezuma II)
in his capital city. Reed concluded that the first recorded
reference to the American bison was that of Gonzalo
Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes (1535) in his Historia General
y Natural de las Indias, Libro XII, Capitulo XL. Thus the
type area should be Oviedo's "Florida" which no doubt
referred to a far more extensive tract than the present
state.
Reed appears to be at fault regarding the occurrence of
bison in Mexico, however. Dobie (1953) cited an historical
document, apparently written by an official at Monclova,
Coahuila, demonstrating the existence of bison in Coahuila
as late as 1806. Nevertheless, bison appear to have been
described first from Florida, as Spanish colonists did not
explore Coahuila in any detailed fashion before the times of
Oviedo.
Although adapted primarily to the high plains
environment, the plains bison had spread into other areas by
the time of white contact. Its range, according to Miller
and Kellogg (1955: 818), included the area stretching
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from Saskatchewan River in Alberta and
Saskatchewan, and western Manitoba southward
through Mississippi River drainage region to
Gulf coast of Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas;
westward into Montana east of continental
divide, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and
northeastern Mexico...and eastward south of
Great Lakes to southwestern New York, western
Pennsylvania, western Virginia, western North
Carolina, western South Carolina, northern
Georgia, northwestern Florida...and northern
Alabama.
To this compilation may be added Nevada, in which the
presence of bison in comparatively recent times is indicated
by two finds (Bradley and Brechbill 1966). These authors
also mentioned an occurrence in Utah, but the antiquity of
this find was undetermined. Agenbroad's (1968) description
of the Five Fingers Buffalo Jump documented the occurrence
of modern plains bison in Idaho, and ample evidence
indicates the recent presence of the bison in Washington
(Tipper, Jizba and Konizeski 1951; Osborne 1953). No doubt
similar finds are being made in other marginal areas.
The first defined subarea within Miller and Kellogg1s
(1955: 818) compilation of the range - that is, the northern
Great Plains - is and was beyond a doubt the primary bison
habitat supporting the heaviest population.
According to Johnson (1951: 330-1) distribution of the
plains bison was affected markedly by the balance of
constituents within the forage. The taller the grass plant,
the greater the proportion of structural cellulose and the
lower the proportion of protein. Mature short grass species
such as blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis) and Sandberg's
bluegrass (Poa secunda) have a significantly high percentage
of protein and tend to retain this protein when dry.
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Johnson suggested that a bison can only use six times as
much carbohydrates as proteins, thereby limiting the species
primarily to areas where grasses with such ratios could be
found. However, Johnson's conclusions along this line are
questionable. It is extremely doubtful that an animal
plastic enough to adapt from a steppe-tundra situation to a
more southerly high plains situation - with the concomitant
changes in food plant species and other environmental
factors - would suddenly become so inflexible as to require
such a rigid regimen. More likely, it is simply the great
amount of protein - in absolute rather than relative terms that allowed the bison to flourish on the high plains. It
does, in fact, appear that the largest herds were to be
found in shortgrass areas, and that tall-grass prairies and
savannas supported smaller, more scattered herds. Seton
(1910) erroneously concluded that the greater fertility of
the prairies (an inference based upon the more lush growth
of grasses) meant a higher carrying capacity for the
megaherbivore populations than was the case on the plains.
Despite this greater growth, the increased amounts of
structural cellulose and related abrasive elements of the
grass plants outweigh in significance a moderate increase in
protein content.
Just as the prairies posed somewhat of a hindrance to
the spread of the great bison herds, other areas on the
"fringe" of the plains bison range were unable to support
large herds. Arizona, western New Mexico, southern Texas
and northeastern Mexico were, in general, more arid than the
plains to the north. Instead of short grasses, these zones
possessed a desert shrub vegetation. Most of the desert
shrub plants had protective noxious substances, whether
chemical or structural, to discourage their consumption, and
most were unpalatable to the bison.
On rare occasions when habitat permitted, the plains
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bison moved considerably westward into the Rocky Mountains.
Cowan and Guiguet (1965: 388) record an occurrence from
British Columbia:
Entered the extreme eastern part of the
province where continuous alpine meadows
crossed from the Alberta side of the Rocky
mountains. One specimen from the British
Columbia side of Howse Pass (latitude 51° 50').
Many cases are on record of old males being expelled
from herds on the plains (McHugh 1958: 30); this may be the
source of the old bulls in the Rocky Mountains mentioned by
Cowan and Guiguet (1965: 387). Archaeological evidence from
the Front Ranges of the Rockies now shows that bison were
locally abundant there; however, this must be examined in
more detail. Reeves (1970) has documented the occurrence of
typically bison-hunting groups within the Front Ranges in
the Middle and Late Prehistoric periods. Elsewhere (1967;
1968) he has described the recovery of abundant bison
remains in Waterton National Park. It is evident, however,
that at Waterton Park the plains come to the mountains; that
is, unlike areas to the north and south, at Waterton Park
the disturbed belt that manifests itself in foothills
formation along the eastern margin of the Rockies does not
here control the topography. Perhaps glacial action was
responsible for the obliteration of the foothills;
regardless of the cause, there are relatively smooth short
grass plains extending westward to the park. Within the
park, areas of short grass species extend upward into some
of the major valleys, and an extensive area of rough glacial
topography known locally as "the Badlands" supports grassy
species. Waterton Park, then, is hardly a "typical" case of
bison ranging through the foothills and into the Front
Ranges.
Banfield (1958: 39) assumed that all of the past bison
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in Banff National Park were B. bison athabascae; however,
discussion with park naturalists and examination of some
specimens lead me to suggest a wide range of variation from
"typical" B. bison bison to B. bison athabascae. Very
likely the population in the past was somewhat mixed, as
explanatory signs in the Banff National Park buffalo paddock
suggest.
According to Soper (1964: 376), B. bison athabascae and
B. bison bison intergraded at the northern limit of the
parklands where the two ranges met. However, Roe (1951:
48-50) noted that there seemed to exist in the zone north of
Edmonton a "debatable land" in which bison of neither kind
were to be found. The antiquity of such a situation is
unknown.
It appears that the plains bison was a relative
newcomer to the area east of the Mississippi River, at least
in post-Hypsithermal times. There is some discussion
concerning the subspecific identity of the eastern bison;
for instance, "Bison americanus pennsylvanicus" was
described by Shoemaker on the basis of historical records
from the area (Skinner and Kaisen 1947: 163). As Skinner
and Kaisen note, "No specimen has been produced to
demonstrate subspecific distinctness" (ibid.). Thus for the
moment we must accept these authors' synonymy of the eastern
form with the plains subspecies - especially in view of the
great floristic differences existing between the eastern
woodlands and the present range of the wood bison.
According to Roe (1951: 27) the bison moved into the eastern
region some time after A.D. 1000, while other evidence
(1951: 26) indicates that the bison and the Spaniards
arrived in "Florida" at about the same time, around 1530-40.
Archaeological and palaeontological evidence such as is
present at Big Bone Lick, Kentucky, indicates that for the
modern subspecies, this was the initial push eastward (Roe
1951: 28).
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The Plains Bison Life Cycle
It is hardly the purpose of this paper to examine and
document the life cycle of the plains bison exhaustively;
however, there are many aspects of this subject of relevance
to archaeological studies. In particular, the seasonality
of bison behaviour and, in some cases even the anatomy, bear
examination.
Buffalo cows gave birth for the most part during the
period from mid-April to June. As McHugh (1958: 30) pointed
out, a calving season was rather difficult to define for,
while the above period represented the peak in calf
production, many cases were on record of births from June
through to October, and some winter births have been
documented. Because of a much lower likelihood of survival
due to adverse weather conditions, these late births are of
little importance to archaeologists, although some variation
in sample age is still expected. Environmental pressures
thus enhance the mid-April to June peak.
Roe (1951: 94), working from the library, concluded
that the period of gestation was about nine and one-half
months. McHugh (1958) made a valuable contribution in
noting that a variety of gestation periods have been
recorded. Perhaps regional variations occurred. The normal
rutting season seems to be August and September, an
important fact in that the age and sex composition of bison
herds are here affected by seasonal behaviour.
McHugh (1958: 32) documented closely the early life of
the buffalo calf, and the following observations were
included:
One calf stood up after 18 minutes and
another after 28 minutes following birth. The
first attempts at standing...usually soon
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resulted in collapse again,.... One calf
tottered over on its chin and another
somersaulted back on its rump....
The earliest attempts at bucking occurred
70 minutes after birth. Within 180 minutes one
calf playfully ran in circles and bucked around
its mother. Another calf kicked its hind legs
in the air at an age of about 100 minutes.
Young calves, a bright tawny colour, lack the
pronounced hump of vertebral spines seen in the adult. Like
many other young ungulates, the bison calf is precocious and
in about four days is strong enough to move with the herd.
Calves fend for themselves at a rather early age, with
weaning occurring seven or eight months after birth. McHugh
(1958) viewed Roe's (1951: 98) figure of three to four
months for weaning as "incredible" - one of several cases in
which Roe's library-based study fails in comparison with
field-based studies.
McHugh described the development of the calf (1958:
32) .
As each calf grew older, various
transformations were evident. At an age of
about four to six days the calves started to
graze. At about nine to ten weeks the
reddish-orange pelage started to darken. The
moult to a dark brown color was largely
complete five weeks later.
Certain ethnographic evidence, along with the abundance
of processed fetal bones in many kill sites, suggests that
fetuses and perhaps calves were considered particular
delicacies by the plains Indians. Thus it is interesting
that some controversy exists over the instinct to defense in
the bison "parents." Roe (1951: 99) noted that the bison
displayed no highly developed form of maternal instinct,
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although Seton (1927: 697) called the mother "the best
protector the little one can have." Seton, however, further
qualified his statement: "Yet many times she acts in a dumb,
cowed way, especially when the assailant of the youngster is
a man." It was his suggestion that a bellow from the calf
was the trigger which actually caused the mother to come to
the aid of a calf; the lack of such a call would result in
indifference.
Seton's contentions were not supported by the findings
of McHugh, who observed (1958: 33) that "Mothers never
abandoned their calves or hesitated to defend them against
approaching animals or human beings by quick charges or slow
advances."
Defense of calves by groups of males was, according to
Seton, well developed; however, other writers do not support
this claim and McHugh (1958: 33) stated, "I observed no
cases in wild herds where a bull defended a cow or calf."
He observed that in some cases the entire herd shows a
tendency to cluster around calves, but this is not a
tendency of the males alone.
From this brief discussion it would appear that some
degree of maternal instinct, along with herd clustering,
indeed served to protect the calves from predators,
including man. It cannot be concluded that calves were easy
prey, despite Roe's negative statements in this regard.
McHugh (1958: 14) provided interesting details
concerning the composition of bison herds.
I classified groups of buffalo into two
types according to their composition: (1) Bull
groups contained males with an infrequent
female. (2) Cow groups contained a majority of
females and a smaller number of males. During
the rut, the increase in group size and the
fusion of some bull groups into the cow groups
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did not create a third classification. Such
groups were still classed as cow groups since
their nature was essentially matriarchal. The
old bulls here were largely followers and had
little effect on group coordination.
McHugh noted a tendency for leaders to emerge when the
need arose in these herds, but leadership was variable - not
always by the same elderly individual. Cow groups were
observed to be much more wary than bull groups, probably
because of the presence of offspring.
Buffalo Jones made an interesting observation regarding
herd structure which was recorded by Seton (1927: 694).
The male calf follows the mother until two
years old, when he is driven out of the herd,
and the parental tie is then entirely broken.
The female calf fares better, as she is
permitted to stay with her mother's family for
life, unless by some accident she became
separated from the group.
McHugh, however, suggested that the bond may have been
broken earlier than this in most cases, often after one year
when the next calf was born (1958: 33).
Cows are sexually mature at two years and generally
calve at three years, although isolated cases are on record
of cows calving at two years of age. Seton (1927: 685)
stated that the cow "has a calf each spring (or every other
spring) for about 30 years." Material quoted by McHugh
(1958: 31) suggests that some cows calved even into their
fortieth year.
Regarding mating behaviour, McHugh (1958) described
"tending bonds," a pairing phenomenon of the rutting season.
Tending pairs develop in rutting groups and in most cases
slowly move to the periphery of the herd. In some pairs the
bull is dominant; in others the female is dominant and the
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bull follows her around. McHugh concluded (1958: 24), "In
spite of the efforts of the bull, the tending bond was
still essentially matriarchal."
Battles between rival bulls could be severe, as
examples given by McHugh (1958: 28-9) demonstrate. Seton
described one fight to the death (1927: 689); however, the
severity of this fight may have resulted from captivity in a
paddock, and not have been characteristic of battles in the
wild. Many authors have noted in animals a tendency toward
the avoidance of injury to vital parts in the ritualized
fighting of males during the rutting season and relationship
of this avoidance to dominance displays (Geist 1968).
McHugh did, however, point to a number of injuries
attributable to fighting.
Buffalo Migrations
Many mentions have been made in the literature concerning
buffalo "migrations" each year, northward in the spring and
southward in the fall. Roe (1951: 95-8) challenged this
concept observing that, despite frequent mention, there were
as many versions as there were authors. Some of the
versions directly contradicted others. Roe (1951: 97)
concluded, "Singly they could be true; collectively they
shatter one another."
Seton, however, was a devotee of the regular migration
hypothesis. His belief in the migration was basic to his
concept of the large herd, for he suggested that "It was
during the migrations only that the large herds were seen.
Bands of a few thousand were found at all seasons, but the
millions came together only on some great general impulse"
(1927: 693). He added that an old female would initiate the
trek and that, upon completion of the migration, the herd
would again fragment into "clans."
This concept seems to have grown out of a great many
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local observations of bison appearing and disappearing: such
movements were logical and must in part have been related to
the food quest or the territorial imperative. However, to
suggest a general migration on such a basis seems to be
stretching the available evidence.
The "migration" dogma was reiterated by Bayrock (1966).
Although he gave no indication of the sources from which his
information was derived, he apparently derived the idea
directly or indirectly from Seton without reference to Roe.
Bayrock contended that the bison congregated seasonally to
travel in large herds, moving north in spring and south in
winter. He added that some remained to winter in the north.
Roe's study (1951) showed a genuine attempt to document
the migration. After an intensive study of what he calls
"irregular migrations" (those other than north-south,
spring-fall), Roe concluded with a multitude of quotations
from Indians, old-timers, travellers, sportsmen and
scientific observers that the buffalo were highly erratic in
occurrence. Denying the existence of large-scale
migrations, he attributed to the bison a degree of
individual variation in behaviour; and, to explain the large
herds, a goodly amount of what he called the "common herd
instinct" (1951: 672). The existence of large herds was
seen by Roe to be a trait of positive selective value,
related to defense from predators - and certainly not
"proof" of migrations.
Predators on the Bison
Predators on the bison of the plains (other than man) appear
to have been relatively few in number, for Roe listed only
two important species (1951: 157 ff.). The wolf (Canis
lupus) would not appear to have posed a serious threat to
healthy, mature bison. Fuller (1969) observed a calf in
Wood Buffalo National Park which had been felled by wolves
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tearing at its hindquarters; the calf showed gangrenous
wounds relating to an earlier attack, which must have taken
place several days before. Thus even a calf could not
necessarily be felled in one try. Wolves, then, were little
more than "camp followers" of the herds, picking up weaker
individuals unable to keep up with the main herds. Seton
(1927: 696) described their role in vivid, though overly
emotional terms.
In whatever direction they move, their
parasites and dependents fail not to follow.
Large herds are invariably attended by gangs of
meagre, famine-pinched wolves, and flights of
obscene and ravenous birds.
The only additional important predator other than man
was the plains grizzly bear (Ursus arctos), until recently
thought to be extinct. A small population of this carnivore
survives in the Swan Hills of central Alberta. McHugh
(1958: 36) listed several injuries apparently due to
grizzlies, although he presented no direct visual evidence
of kills by the carnivores. In one case he described, a
mature female grizzly bear was apparently killed by a
buffalo.
The other predator, man himself, was the most
significant one of all, especially in post-white contact
times. Of all the predators he was the only one that almost
exterminated the species, an event which was staved off,
temporarily at least, by his nagging conscience.
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Bison Kills on the Great Plains

Introduction
Man was not indigenous to the New World, but entered the
Americas by way of Bering Strait during the Pleistocene.
The precise time of his earliest arrival in the New World is
not known. J.M. Campbell (1963) had demonstrated that the
optimum opportunity for man to cross the Bering Strait would
have occurred shortly after the maximum ice advance of the
last Wisconsin glaciation, between 18,000 and 16,000 B.C.
However, Krieger (1964) postulates that man entered the New
World much before 18,000 B.C.
Postglacial climate was characterized by a general
warming trend over the northern hemisphere both in Eurasia
and North America. The paleoclimatologist Antevs (1948;
1955) divided this postglacial time into three linked
temperature-moisture phases which he calls the "Neothermal."
Designed to apply to the plains and western North America,
the earliest phase, the "Anathermal," was marked by wetter
and cooler conditions than now. The "Altithermal" that
followed was markedly warmer and drier than now. The
"Medithermal" or final phase saw a gradual return to cooler
and moister conditions like those of today.
It is during the late Wisconsin that the earliest firm
evidence of man's presence in the Americas is known. Much
of this evidence, called the Llano culture, consists of
tools and other remains left by Paleo-Indian hunters who
specialized in the stalking and killing of mammoths, using
spears tipped with distinctive Clovis points. Radiocarbon
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dates for the Llano culture cluster between 12,000 and
11,000 years ago. Interestingly enough, Clovis points are
mainly found throughout southern North America. Remains of
mammoth killed by Clovis hunters have been found at the Naco
and Lehner sites in Arizona; Blackwater Draw, in New Mexico;
Dent, Colorado; Miami, Texas; Cooperton and Stecker,
Oklahoma, and Rawlins, Wyoming. At present, Clovis points
are found occasionally, but without context, in the northern
areas of the plains.
About 11,000 to 10,000 years ago, another group of
Paleo-Indian hunters of the Folsom culture specialized in
the hunting of giant bison, and spread over the western
Great Plains. Thus began a tradition of bison hunting on
the northern plains that persisted until the buffalo were
exterminated in the late 19th century.
Folsom hunters tipped their spears with fluted points
and hunted Bison antiquus. They differed from their
predecessors not only in their tool kits and the animals
they hunted, but quite likely in the use of a new and
efficient hunting technique employing arroyos or box canyons
where the bison were trapped and killed, as reconstructed at
the Folsom site itself (Jennings 1968: 88, 92), or cliffs
over which bison were run, as found at Bonfire Shelter
(Dibble and Lorrain 1968).
Of the overlapping Paleo-Indian cultures, the Piano
cultures of 10,000 to 8,000 years ago that followed Folsom
are characterized by many kinds of projectile points showing
considerable variety of form and workmanship. Among the
many diagnostic types are Midland, Plainview, Milnesand,
Meserve, Agate Basin, Hell Gap, Alberta, Scottsbluff and
Eden points. Faunal associations include Bison antiquus,
Bison occidentalis and possibly Bison bison.
The florescence of Piano cultures over the Great Plains
does not mark any discernibly significant changes in hunting
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techniques from those of the Folsom culture, but rather
indicates a human population increase and northward spread
over the plains as suggested by the increasing number of
sites during this time. The Fletcher site (Forbis 1968a), a
bison kill in southern Alberta, is assigned to this time
level.
Between 8,000 and 5,000 years ago, and perhaps later,
the hot and dry Altithermal is generally believed to have
prevailed over most parts of the plains. It is not known
whether the Altithermal was one long continuous drought that
may have forced man from large portions of the plains, at
least intermittently, or whether fluctuations in the climate
permitted man to occupy the plains throughout the
Altithermal. Evidence for the Altithermal has been based on
pollen analysis mostly from areas adjacent to the plains,
from soil profiles, and from the scarcity of archaeological
sites on the plains.
Presumably, during the Altithermal men depended more on
small game animals and relied more on plant foods.
Stephenson (1965) and Hurt (1966) see a foraging economy on
the Great Plains similar to that of the Desert Culture in
the Great Basin (Jennings and Norbeck 1955), and apparently
derived from it, to support their view that man occupied the
plains during the Altithermal, or about 5000 to 3000 B.C.
Some evidence shows that during the Altithermal, man on
the plains subsisted in part on bison. For example, in zone
B of the Logan Creek site in eastern Nebraska, radiocarbon
dated at 4683 + 300 B.C., bison formed a main part of the
diet, since bison bones were prominent along with other
animal bones (McKusick 1964). At the Head-Smashed-In
Buffalo Jump in southwestern Alberta, bison bones and
undiagnostic artifacts were found in the lowest level which
radiocarbon dated at 3460 + 300 B.C. At the Oxbow Dam site
in southeastern Saskatchewan, the main part of the diet
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consisted of bison. A radiocarbon date from the site is
3250 B.C. + 130 (S-44) (Nero and McCorquodale 1958). The
Oxbow bison hunters and those of the Long Creek Complex
(also in southern Saskatchewan; Wettlaufer and Mayer-Oakes
1960), appeared in the prairie provinces shortly before 3000
B.C.
As the Altithermal gradually gave way to the
Medithermal, conditions apparently became more favourable
for man and large game animals on the plains, and shortly
after 3000 B.C., the McKean Complex (Mulloy 1954b) became
widespread over the plains. Although the McKean people were
primarily bison hunters who often trapped bison in coulees
and box canyons (Bentzen 1962a; Frison 1968), they relied on
plant food to some extent, as is indicated by food-grinding
stones common in Wyoming.
Wormington and Forbis (1965) prefer to call this time
the "Meso-Indian Period" (ca. 2500 B.C. to A.D. 500), but
they recognize Mulloy1s (1958) subdivisions of this same
period, which he calls the "Middle Prehistoric Period", into
early and late phases based upon stylistic differences of
lithic materials. Projectile points of the early phase have
been separated into McKean Lanceolate, Duncan and Hanna
types. Projectile points of the Late Middle Prehistoric
Period (after 1000 B.C.), Pelican Lake and Besant types
(Wettlaufer 1955), are generally associated with a major
economic advance on the plains, the buffalo jump. Although
this method of mass slaughter was known at Bonfire Shelter
in Texas over 10,000 years ago, apparently it did not become
widespread on the plains at that time. About 2,600 years
ago, the same site in Texas was again used as a buffalo
jump.
On the northwestern plains, the Head-Smashed-In Buffalo
Jump in southern Alberta has a time depth of about 2,500
years for the lowest levels containing diagnostic artifacts.
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The Old Women's Buffalo Jump also dates its beginning in the
Late Middle Prehistoric Period. Another early buffalo jump,
the Lance Creek Buffalo Jump in Wyoming (Hurt 1963), has a
reported radiocarbon date of about 2500 years B.P.
The Late Prehistoric Period, beginning about A.D. 500,
is distinguished by increasing use and perfection of the
buffalo jump with a consequent human population expansion
and more complex social organization. The bow and arrow
replaced the spear thrower or atlatl, and was accompanied by
the appearance of specific types of small side-notched
projectile points.
The earliest and most distinctive of these small
points, called Avonlea, occurred in a component that
radiocarbon dated at A.D. 450 + 100 years (S-45; Kehoe and
McCorquodale 1961: 186), but now is known to occur slightly
earlier (Davis 1966: 102). After Avonlea, a proliferation
of side-notched point types of similar form and flaking
persisted on the plains into historic times.
Using the lithic sample obtained from excavation of the
Old Women's Buffalo Jump, Forbis (1962a) formulated a
typological sequence of projectile points for this period
for the plains. By applying statistical analyses to the
projectile points in the stratigraphic sequence, Forbis was
able to demonstrate a gradual change of attributes that seem
to support the idea of continuous occupation of the site,
and by the same peoples, throughout the Late Prehistoric.
Kehoe (1966a) has proposed supplements to the system, and
supports the idea of population replacement.
The horse, acquired by tribes on the periphery of the
Spanish Southwest as early as 1640, was not diffused in
large numbers over the northern plains until after about
1740 (Ewers 1955: 332). Ewers (1955: 11) believes that the
primary mechanism in the early diffusion of horses northward
was trade; the Kiowa, Apache and Comanche to the Arikara of
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the Middle Missouri, thence to the Teton Dakota and the
horticultural Eastern Dakota. Ewers (1955: 12) also found
that "Horses were diffused from the Flathead to the nomadic
Crow, to the horticultural Hidatsa and Mandan, to the
nomadic Assiniboin, Plains Cree, and Plains Ojibwa."
Although there is some indication that the Blackfoot
acquired their first horses from the Shoshoni, Ewers (1955:
15-9) considers it more probable that "They received these
animals as gifts from or in trade with the Flathead,
Kutenai, Nez Perce, or Gros Ventres."
The three primary uses of horses among plains Indians
were hunting, moving camp and warfare (Ewers 1955: 301).
The far reaching effect of the horse and the change it
occasioned is summed up by Ewers (1955: 338):
I cannot believe that Plains Indian life in the
Horse Culture Period, which included such
elements as the daily care, breeding and
training of horses, the teaching of children to
ride, the chase, specialized riding and
transport gear adapted to the use of horses,
new methods of packing and transporting camp
equipment, frequent horse raiding and mobile
scalp raiding, extensive trade in horses,
social status based upon property ownership,
important role of the horse in children's play,
horse racing, and the horse medicine cult, did
not differ qualitatively as well as
quantitatively from Plains Indian life in the
Pedestrian Culture Period. The use of horses
not only enriched the material culture of the
tribes who acquired them but it altered their
habits of daily life, served to develop new
manual and motor skills, changed their concepts
of their physical environment and the social
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relationships of individuals.
Of related importance to acquiring the horse was the
acquisition of the gun. Ewer (1955: 13) states:
If there was any possession as keenly sought by
the historic Plains Indians as was the horse,
it was the gun. As much as these Indians
wanted the rapid mobility afforded by the
horse, they sought the deadly firepower
provided by the gun. Any tribe possessing
either without the other was at a distinct
disadvantage in opposition to an enemy owning
both.
However, the distinct advantages afforded the Indian by
the horse and gun were offset by needless slaughter and near
extermination of the buffalo, for which the white hunter,
and to a lesser degree the Indian, were jointly responsible.
Bison Hunting on the Plains
The term "bison kill" is considered generic and includes
sites where one or more bison were killed by hunters. On
the plains, bison kills date back at least to Folsom times,
more than 10,000 years ago. Archaeological evidence since
that time suggests that bison have always been man's main
source of food on the plains.
The acquisition of the horse from the Spaniards by all
the plains tribes by A.D. 1750 introduced an exciting new
hunting technique (the chase on horseback), which in time
probably led to the gradual abandonment of buffalo jumps in
favour of other hunting methods.
For purposes of discussion, hunting methods are divided
into the following categories:
1. Stalking on foot
2. Surrounding
3. Chasing on horseback or "running buffalo"
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4. Driving the bison
a) Into corrals of logs and brush
b) Over cliffs or steep cutbanks
Stalking on Foot
Stalking animals of all kinds, in which individual hunters
or small groups stealthily approach game and kill it, is
certainly an ancient way to hunt, probably one of the
earliest devised. With the bow and arrow, the rewards of
stalking were relatively limited for the time spent, and
this method could only be relied on to supply sufficient
food for small groups of people.
An account of stalking as told to Grinnell (1962a: 235)
by Hugh Monroe, a Blackfoot, indicates that among the plains
Indians, this method of hunting had become relatively
unimportant in historic times after acquisition of the
horse. However, Monroe says that it was used when the
ground was of such a character as to prevent running the
buffalo on horseback. Monroe states,
I was often detailed by the Hudson's Bay
Company to go out in charge of a number of men,
to kill meat for the fort. When the ground was
full of holes and wash-outs, so that running
was dangerous, I used to put on a big timber
wolf's skin, which I carried for the purpose,
tying it at my neck and waist, and then to
sneak up to the buffalo. I used a bow and
arrows, and generally shot a number without
alarming them. If one looked suspiciously at
me, I would howl like a wolf. Sometimes the
smell of the blood from the wounded and dying
would set the bulls crazy. They would run up
and lick the blood, and sometimes toss the dead
ones clear from the ground. Then they would
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bellow and fight each other, sometimes goring
one another so badly that they died. The great
bulls, their tongues covered with blood, their
eyes flashing, and tails sticking out straight,
roaring and fighting, were terrible to see; and
it was a little dangerous for me, because the
commotion would attract buffalo from all
directions to see what was going on. At such
times, I would signal to my men, and they would
ride up and scare the buffalo away.
Allen (1876: 209-10) relates that the Red River hunter,
in winter when the snow was too deep to pursue them on
horseback, approached the buffalo by crawling to them on the
snow, disguised sometimes by a dun-colored cap furnished
with upright ears to give the appearance of a wolf which,
through constant association, the buffalo regarded without
fear. Toward spring, the deep snow was covered with a hard
crust, which, while it supported the hunter, broke under the
weight of the buffalo so they were easily approached and
killed with knives while they floundered in the deep drifts.
Similar stalking techniques are suggested by Medicine
Crow (1962: 35) who states that in prehistoric times, the
Crow Indians "crowded buffalo into snow banks...and even
slaughtered buffalo on ice."
During the extermination of the buffalo in the later
1800s, stalking became known as the "still hunt" among the
non-Indian buffalo hide hunters. The long-range
breech-loading rifle, developed and perfected for the hide
hunters, made the still hunt the deadliest of all methods of
slaughter (Hornaday 1889: 465).
The still hunt in many ways paralleled the
game-stalking techniques of the Indian hunters. A main
difference was that an Indian might kill several buffalo at
close range with a bow and arrows, while the hide hunter
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with a good rifle could exterminate a small herd at several
hundred yards. For example, Colonel Dodge (1959: 136) once
"counted 112 carcasses inside of a semi-circle of 200 yards
radius, all of which were killed by one man from the same
spot, and in less than three-quarters of an hour."
Hornaday (1889: 468) relates the still hunt technique
as employed by the white hide hunter in the 1870s.
At daylight the still-hunter sallied forth on
foot....and it was usually an advantage to be
without a horse. From the top of a ridge or
high butte the country was carefully scanned,
and if several small herds were in sight the
one easiest to approach was selected as the one
to attack. It was far better to find a herd
lying down or quietly grazing, or sheltering
from a cold wind, than to find it travelling,
for while a hard run of a mile or two often
enabled the hunter to "head off" a moving herd
and kill a certain number of animals out of it,
the net results were never so satisfactory as
with herds absolutely at rest.
Having decided upon the attack, the hunter
gets to leeward of his game, and approaches it
according to the nature of the ground....
Having secured a position within from 100
to 250 yards of his game (often the distance
was much greater), the hunter secures a
comfortable rest for his huge rifle, all the
time keeping his own person thoroughly hidden
from view, estimates the distance, carefully
adjusts his sights, and begins business. If
the herd is moving, the animal in the lead is
the first one shot, close behind the fore leg
and about a foot above the brisket, which sends
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the ball through the lungs. If the herd is at
rest, the oldest cow is always supposed to be
the leader, and she is the one to kill
first. .. .
The policy of the hunter is to not fire
too rapidly, but to attend closely to business,
and every time a buffalo attempts to make off,
shoot it down.
Surrounding
In prehistoric times, surrounding bison and other animals
was practiced throughout North America. Buffalo-hunting
tribes that practiced surrounding were the Hidatsa,
Cheyenne, Arapaho, Mandan, Snake, Cree, Blackfoot, Sarsi,
and Atsina (Grinnell 1892: 132-3).
Very likely, Henry Kelsey was the first European to
witness a surround in Canada. This occurred somewhere along
the Saskatchewan or Carrot river prairies, and might have
been by Crees, Saulteaux or Assiniboines. Kelsey (1929: 13)
describes his experience of 23 August 1691 as follows:
This instant y Indians going a hunting Kill'd
e
great store of Buffillo Now y manner of their
hunting these Beast on y Barren ground is when
thy see a great parcel of them together they
th
d ,
surround them w
men w done they gather
e
themselves into a smaller Compass Keeping y
e
m
Beast still in y middle & so shooting y till
they break out at some place or other & so gett
away from ym....
John Ewers (1960: 45-6) also relates the use of a
surround in pre-horse days as told to him by an aged
Blackfoot informant named Weasel Tail.
After swift-running men located a herd of
buffalo, the chief told all the women to get
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their dog travois. Men and women went out
together, approaching the herd from down wind
so that the animals would not get their scent
and run off. The women were told to place
their travois upright in the earth, small
(front) ends up. The travois were spaced so
that they could be tied together, forming a
semi-circular fence. Women and dogs hid behind
them while two fast-running men circled the
herd, approached them from up wind and drove
them toward the travois fence. Other men took
up their position along the sides of the route
and closed in as the buffalo neared the travois
enclosure. Barking dogs and shouting women
kept the buffalo back. The men rushed in and
killed the buffalo with arrows and lances.
After the buffalo were killed the chief
went into the center of the enclosure, counted
the dead animals, and divided the meat equally
among the participating families. He also
distributed the hides to the families for
making lodge covers. The women hauled the meat
to camp on their dog travois. This was called
"surround of the buffalo."
During the early 1800s, the practice of surrounding
bison herds with the use of horses became common during
summer. The horse increased the Indians' mobility and
extended the distance from camp at which meat could be
obtained and readily transported back to camp. Surrounding
bison with horses required little time and preparation and
presumably allowed the Indians to kill as many animals as
they had previously obtained in drives.
An extraordinary account of a surround by a hundred or
more mounted Mandans and Minitaris is described by Catlin
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(1841: 199-201).
The plan of attack, which in this country
is familiarly called a "surround," was
explicitly agreed upon, and the hunters who
were all mounted on their "buffalo horses" and
armed with bows and arrows or long lances,
divided into two columns, taking opposite
directions, and drew themselves gradually
around the herd at a mile or more distance from
them; thus forming a circle of horsemen at
equal distances apart, who gradually closed in
upon them with a moderate pace, at a signal
given. The unsuspecting herd at length "got
the wind" of the approaching enemy and fled in
a mass in the greatest confusion. To the point
where they were aiming to cross the line, the
horsemen were seen at full speed, gathering and
forming in a column, brandishing their weapons
and yelling in the most frightful manner, by
which means they turned the black and rushing
mass which moved off in an opposite direction
where they were again met and foiled in a
similar manner, and wheeled back in utter
confusion; by which time the horsemen had
closed in from all directions, forming a
continuous line around them, whilst the poor
affrighted animals were eddying about in a
crowded and confused mass, hooking and climbing
upon each other; when the work of death
commenced....
In this grand turmoil...a cloud of dust
was soon raised, which in parts obscured the
throng where the hunters were galloping their
horses around and driving the whizzing arrows
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or their long lances to the hearts of these
noble animals; which in many instances,
becoming infuriated with deadly wounds in their
sides, erected their shaggy manes over their
bloodshot eyes and furiously plunged forwards
at the sides of their assailants' horses,
sometimes goring them to death at a lunge, and
putting their dismounted riders to flight for
their lives; sometimes their dense crowd was
opened, and the blinded horsemen, too intent on
their prey amidst the cloud of dust, were
hemmed and wedged in amidst the crowding
beasts, over whose back they were obliged to
leap for security, leaving their horses to the
fate that might await them in the results of
this wild and desperate war. Many were the
bulls that turned upon their assailants and met
them with desperate resistance; and many were
the warriors who were dismounted, and saved
themselves by the superior muscles of their
legs....the space of fifteen minutes, resulted
in the total destruction of the whole herd....
Many plunged off upon the prairie for a
distance, but were overtaken and killed; and
although I could not distinctly estimate the
number that were slain, yet I am sure that some
hundreds of these noble animals fell in this
grand m§l£e.
A variation of the surround among the tribes of the
eastern prairies of Illinois and the upper Mississippi
valley was to hunt buffalo with the use of fire. Allen
(1876: 202-3) cites Hennepin, Du Pratz, Charlevoix and
others as giving very similar accounts of the Indians
encompassing a whole herd of buffalo and firing the prairie
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except in some places which they left free to lie in ambush.
Dangerous as the practice may have been because of the
uncertainties of wind velocity and sudden shifts in
direction, it was familiar to the plains Indians in early
historic times.
Chasing on Horseback or "Running Buffalo"
The chase on horseback was probably practiced by all of the
buffalo-hunting tribes on the plains. For both Indian and
white hunter alike, this method yielded meat for summer and
fall and provided great sport as well. Success in the chase
demanded an excellent horse and a brave rider familiar with
his weapons (Hornaday 1889: 470-1). On discovery of a
buffalo herd, Hornaday (1889: 471) states, the hunters
usually got to leeward of it and quietly rode
forward in a body, or stretched out in a
regular skirmish line, behind the shelter of a
knoll, perhaps, until they had approached the
herd as closely as could be done without
alarming it. Usually the unsuspecting animals,
with a confidence due more to their great
numbers than anything else, would allow a party
of horsemen to approach within from 200 to 400
yards of their flankers, and then they would
start off at a slow trot. The hunters then put
spurs to their horses and dashed forward to
overtake the herd as quickly as possible. Once
up with it, each hunter chooses the best animal
within his reach, chases him until his flying
steed carries him close alongside, and then the
arrow or the bullet is sent into his vitals.
The fatal spot is from 12 to 18 inches in
circumference, and lies immediately back of the
fore leg, with its lowest point on a line with
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the elbow.
Sometimes the horse or rider was gored but the primary
danger stressed by Colonel Dodge (1959: 127) arose "from the
fact that neither man nor horse can see the ground, which
may be rough and broken or perforated with prairie dog or
gopher holes," into which the horse might step.
Relative to this danger, Hornaday (1889: 473) quotes
from Alexander Ross's description of a great hunt in which
400 riders participated with near fatal consequences.
On this occasion the surface was rocky and
full of badger-holes. Twenty-three horses and
riders were at one moment all sprawling on the
ground; one horse, gored by a bull, was killed
on the spot; two more were disabled by the
fall; one rider broke his shoulder blade;
another burst his gun and lost three of his
fingers by the accident; and a third was struck
on the knee by an exhausted ball.
The Bison Drive
Those sites where accumulations of bison bones are found
have been ascribed such descriptive names as kills, drives,
jumps, pis'kuns (Blackfoot), traps, pens, pounds, falls,
parks, corrals, and surrounds (Ewers 1949: 355). These
terms refer to drive sites in which the buffalo were either
decoyed or driven into log and brush pounds or corrals, or
stampeded over cliffs called buffalo jumps. The Blackfoot
term pis'kun refers to the pound (Grinnell 1962a: 228).
Wissler (1910: 48-9) tells us that the earliest
historic accounts of "pounds" were those of Alexander Henry
the Elder in 1776. Henry's observations were confirmed by
Fidler who witnessed Blackfoot drives, both jumps and
pounds, during the fall and winter of 1792-93 (Forbis 1962a:
63-4; MacGregor 1966: 68-70). In prehistoric times before
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the advent of the horse, drives may have been used at other
seasons as well.
In historic times there were two major hunts each year,
one in the spring or early summer and the other in the fall
and winter. When the ground was right for running horses in
the spring, chasing buffalo and surrounds with horses were
the primary means of obtaining meat. In the late fall and
winter, jumps and pounds were utilized.
Impounding in Corrals of Logs and Brush. The Assiniboine in
particular are noted for the use of pounds (Henry and
Thompson 1965: 518). Other tribes that apparently used
pounds extensively were the northern Blackfoot and the
Sarcee. However, they were probably common to most of the
northern plains tribes.
Although Wissler (1910: 48) found that earlier
observers agreed on the construction of pounds, Grinnell
(1962a: 230-1) points out that differences existed in the
way they were built.
The pis'kuns of the Sik'-si-kau, or
Blackfoot tribe, differed in some particulars
from those constructed by the Bloods and the
Piegans, who live further to the south, nearer
to the mountains, and so in a country which is
rougher and more broken. The Sik'-si-kau built
their pis'kuns like the Crees, on level ground
and usually near timber. A large pen or corral
was made of heavy logs about eight feet high.
On the side where the wings of the chute come
together, a bridge, or causeway, was built,
sloping gently up from the prairie to the walls
of the corral, which at this point were cut
away to the height of the bridge above the
ground, - here about four feet, - so that the
animals running up the causeway could jump down
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into the corral. The causeway was fenced in on
either side by logs, so that the buffalo could
not run off it. After they had been lured
within the wings of the chute, they were driven
toward the corral as already described. When
they reached the end of the > , they ran up the
bridge, and jumped down into the pen. When it
was full, or all had entered, Indians, who had
lain hidden near by, ran upon the bridge, and
placed poles, prepared beforehand, across the
opening through which the animals entered, and
over these poles hung robes, so as entirely to
close the opening. The buffalo will not dash
themselves against a barrier which is entirely
closed, even though it be very frail; but if
they can see through it to the outside, they
will rush against it, and their great weight
and strength make it easy for them to break
down any but a heavy wall. Mr. Hugh Monroe
tells me that he has seen a pis'kun built of
willow brush; and the Cheyennes have stated to
me that their buffalo corrals were often built
of brush. Sometimes, if the walls of the
pis'kun were not high, the buffalo tried to
jump or climb over them, and, in doing this,
might break them down, and some or all escape.
Perhaps the most detailed description of impounding
buffalo is contained in Professor Hind's eyewitness account
of the practice by the Plains Cree on the headwaters of the
Qu'Appelle River in 1858. The structure differs slightly
from the one described by Grinnell in that the opening to
the corral was not on an incline as described by Grinnell
but rather dropped into an excavated pit. Professor Hind's
description is given verbatim from Hornaday (1889: 478-9)
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with an introductory paragraph by Hornaday.
He [Hind] describes the pound he saw as a
fence, constructed of the trunks of trees laced
together with green withes, and braced on the
outside by props, inclosing a circular space
about 120 feet in diameter. It was placed in a
pretty dell between sand-hills, and leading
from it in two diverging rows (like the guiding
wings of an elephant pen) were the two rows of
bushes which the Indians designate "dead men,"
which serve to guide the buffalo into the
pound. The "dead men" extended a distance of 4
miles into the prairie. They were placed about
50 feet apart, and the two rows gradually
diverged until at their extremities they were
from 1-1/2 to 2 miles apart.
"When the skilled hunters are about to
bring in a herd of buffalo from the prairie,"
says Professor Hind, "they direct the course of
the gallop of the alarmed animals by
confederates stationed in hollows or small
depressions, who, when the buffalo appear
inclined to take a direction leading from the
space marked out by the 'dead man,' show
themselves for a moment and wave their robes,
immediately hiding again. This serves to turn
the buffalo slightly in another direction, and
when the animals, having arrived between the
rows of 'dead men,' endeavour to pass through
them, Indians stationed here and there behind a
'dead man' go through the same operation, and
thus keep the animals within the narrowing
limits of the converging lines. At the
entrance to the pound there is a strong trunk
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of a tree placed about a foot from the ground,
and on the inner side an excavation is made
sufficiently deep to prevent the buffalo from
leaping back when once in the pound. As soon
as the animals have taken the fatal spring,
they begin to gallop round and round the ring
fence, looking for a chance to escape, but with
the utmost silence women and children on the
outside hold their robes before every orifice
until the whole herd is brought in; then they
climb to the top of the fence, and, with the
hunters who have followed closely in the rear
of the buffalo, spear or shoot with bows and
arrows or fire-arms at the bewildered animals,
rapidly becoming frantic with rage and terror,
within the narrow limits of the pound.
"A dreadful scene of confusion and
slaughter then begins; the oldest and strongest
animals crush and toss the weaker; the shouts
and screams of the excited Indians rise above
the roaring of the bulls, the bellowing of the
cows, and the piteous moaning of the calves...."
The last scene of the bloody tragedy is
thus set forth a week later:
"Within the circular fence lay, tossed in
every conceivable position, over two hundred
dead buffalo. [The exact number was 240.]
From old bulls to calves of three months' old,
animals of every age lay huddled together in
all the forced attitudes of violent death.
Some lay on their backs, with eyes starting
from their heads and tongue thrust out through
clotted gore. Others were impaled on the horns
of the old and strong bulls. Others again,
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which had been tossed, were lying with broken
backs, two and three deep. One little calf
hung suspended on the horns of a bull which had
impaled it in the wild race round and round the
pound. The Indians looked upon the dreadful
and sickening sight with evident delight, and
told how such and such a bull or cow had
exhibited feats of wonderful strength in the
death-struggle. The flesh of many of the cows
had been taken from them, and was drying in the
sun on the stages near the tents. It is
needless to say that the odour was
overpowering, and millions of large blue
flesh-flies, humming and buzzing over the
putrefying bodies, was not the least disgusting
part of the spectacle."
Driving Over a Cliff or Steep Cutbank. Perhaps the most
spectacular and novel method of hunting bison was the use of
the buffalo jump, which was climaxed by the bison hurtling
over a precipice. This mode of hunting has been described
in the historic literature by Alexander Henry, the Younger
(Henry and Thompson 1965: 725), Lewis and Clark (Lewis 1814:
235), Peter Fidler in 1792-93 (Forbis 1962a: 63-4; MacGregor
1966: 68-70) and others. Lewis and Clark (Thwaites 1904, 2:
93), who were familiar with several tribes, refer to the
practice of jumps among the "Indians of the Missouri."
Perhaps the only observations of buffalo jumps in the
central plains are those mentioned by Hornaday (1889: 483)
who quoted a T.R. Davis as stating that the Indians between
the Platte and Arkansas rivers were seen by him driving
buffalo over ledges. In a footnote, Wissler (1910: 49)
quotes Mr. Reese Kincaide:
"In talking to Washee, one of the Arapaho
chiefs, about this matter, he said that he
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remembers seeing the Arapaho hunters drive a
herd of buffalo over a bluff in Colorado....
George Bent, a Cheyenne, says that in the
winter of 1872, he saw the Indians drive a
bunch of buffalo over a bluff on the Cimarron
River of Oklahoma and that many were
killed."
On the northwestern plains considerable information on
the ritual and procedures of bison drives has been gathered
by ethnographers such as Grinnell (1892), Jenness (1938),
Lowie (1910) and Wissler (1910).
Among the tribes that used buffalo jumps were the
"Piegan, Blood, Arapaho, Gros Ventre (Atsina), and Kutenai"
(Forbis 1962a: 65). The Crows used them (Medicine Crow
1962), and in all probability so did the Cheyenne and the
northern Shoshoni.
Buffalo jumps generally consisted of several parts
including a grazing area or gathering basin in the vicinity
of the jump where first contact was made with the buffalo.
From there, the animals were gradually lured into a wide
path (drive lane) delineated by small piles of rocks, brush
or buffalo dung placed at intervals to form the fences
(drive lines) that ideally fanned out in the shape of a
large V from the edge of a cliff or steep slope over which
the buffalo were driven to their destruction. Below the
cliff, a steep talus slope and the ensuing tumble to the
terrace below were usually sufficient to maim or kill the
animals. If the cliff was high enough, it was not necessary
to built a corral of logs and brush below to enclose the
animals, since most of them were either killed or too badly
injured to escape.
Considerable variation in the drive lines leading to
the cliff was often necessary because of the natural
topography, and in cases like the Keogh Jump (Connor 1962:
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8-11), the network of stone fences suggests many
complications preceding the arrival of the buffalo at the
cliff.
Age and Distribution of Buffalo Jumps
The earliest known buffalo jump is at Bonfire Shelter in
southwestern Texas in which the earliest cultural level gave
a radiocarbon date of 10,320 + 160 years B.P. (Tx 153).
From the description given, the Plainview site (Sellards,
Evans and Meade 1947) in northwestern Texas is another
buffalo jump, and a type site for Plainview points, also
found (with Folsom) at Bonfire Shelter. Presumably, both
sites are close in age; however, Bonfire Shelter is the
earliest known buffalo jump utilizing a cliff.
Like Forbis (1968b: 4 2 ) , I also confess bewilderment as
to why any eminently successful method of hunting such as
the buffalo jump should apparently lie dormant for thousands
of years after it was first devised by Plainview and Folsom
hunters. About 2,600 years ago, the idea was apparently
renewed in both Texas and on the northwestern plains.
During the Neo-Indian period, buffalo jumps became
increasingly more common as the period progressed. The
final use of buffalo jumps on the plains is believed to have
occurred between 1840 and 1850 (Malouf and Conner 1962: 53),
although Ewers (1949: 360) places the date of the last bison
drive (into a log pound) by the Blackfoot at about 1873.
The area over which the buffalo jumps are distributed,
as outlined by Forbis and others (Malouf and Conner 1962),
extends as far north as the Red Deer River between Calgary
and Edmonton, Alberta; northeastward to Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan (probably as far as the North Saskatchewan
River), and from there they appear southeastward into
Manitoba. From Manitoba, they extend southward into North
and South Dakota and into Wyoming. Buffalo jumps also occur
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in Texas. Montana is regarded as the centre for buffalo
jumps since more of them appear there than anywhere else.
At least 245 buffalo jumps are known there, most of which
have been recorded in site surveys but are unreported in the
literature. No doubt many more will be found when large
unexplored areas have been surveyed by archaeologists. At
least 60 are known in southern Alberta, and a minimum of 20
are known from southern Saskatchewan. Manitoba, North
Dakota, and South Dakota each have one known bison drive
site. There are two and possibly three buffalo jumps in the
southern plains. Wyoming has a minimum of four buffalo
jumps; however, this low figure results from a lack of
information about known buffalo jumps in Wyoming.
With one possible exception in Idaho (Agenbroad 1968),
no buffalo jumps or drive sites have been reported west of
the continental divide, although there are persistent
rumours of several west of the continental divide in Montana
and of one in British Columbia.
Bison Drive Ritual
For purposes of discussion, Schaeffer (1962: 30-1) divides
the drive complex into two phases; (1) the drive ritual, and
(2) the drive procedure proper.
For a tribe like the Blackfoot, that used both buffalo
jumps and the log and brush constructed pounds, there is no
evidence that they used separate or different rituals and
procedures for each kind of drive. From the meagre
information available, Schaeffer (1962: 30-1) describes
Blackfoot ritual as apparently centred about the Iniskim or
so-called "buffalo stone." The Iniskim is a marine fossil
found in southern Alberta and in Montana. Its fancied
resemblance to bison probably led to its use among the
Blackfoot as a magical charm.
The Blackfoot have an origin legend for the Iniskim.
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The stone is said to have revealed itself to a woman and to
have given her a number of songs by means of which she was
able to influence the buffalo so her people would be
successful in the drive. Schaeffer (1962: 31) points out
that a man and woman, usually husband and wife, teamed
together in carrying out certain observances. Often they
were assisted by friends. They sang a series of songs and
possibly performed imitative dances carried on as part of
the rites the night before and early in the morning before
the drive took place.
Grinnell (1962a: 229) wrote that "In the evening of the
day preceding a drive of buffalo into the pis'kun a medicine
man, usually one who was the possessor of a buffalo rock,
In-is'-kim, unrolled his pipe, and prayed to the Sun for
success."
Although the Indians attributed success during drives
to favours conferred by the mysterious forces of nature, an
intimate knowledge of bison habits and detailed knowledge of
the country probably featured more prominently in their
success. This knowledge of the old ways has gradually faded
away and Indians living on reserves now can only reminisce
upon the old ways with awe and mystery. Medicine Crow
(1962: 38), a Crow Indian, adds his respect for the old ways
in the following statement.
One thing that impressed me was that the
Crows used a lot of "medicine" in their drives,
since they were serious undertakings. The
medicine man had a very important part. The
way the old timers tell it, is almost
unbelievable how they could bring these large
herds of buffalo to the "V" shaped rock lines.
Some of the rock lines still stand high, but
some can hardly be seen today. I think one
reason that they were so successful is that at
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that time the Indians lived so closely with
nature, and so understood nature and the
supernatural, that they could do things that we
cannot comprehend at this time.
When a drive was organized, it is amazing
that all they did was send out a couple of men
with their medicine bundles. While they were
going out they would stop and burn incense
along the rock lines. The two runners and
their assistants met at the herd and started
the animals moving. All of the buffalo within
that area would begin to stir around and become
restless. Usually the jumps in this area are
downhill jumps, down ridges. The buffalo would
start down and as they tried to break to the
right or left and came to the line of incense,
it was amazing how they would stop and turn
back toward the cliff. It took little effort
for a few guides to stand there a little bit
and the drive was on. As the buffalo started
and got closer to the apex of the rock lines,
they were rushing fast and the other people
helped them along, but the beginning of the
drive was controlled with something we don't
know. I don't ever expect to explain it fully.
Present-day awe with regard to the old ways is not
surprising since there was a good deal of ritual and
supernatural ism surrounding the buffalo drive. However, Roe
(1951: 647) reveals considerable insight with regard to the
so-called supernatural ism.
Along with certain forms of religious or
semi-religious emotion...there went on these
occasions a species of half-occult influence
over the animals; which, if it be capable of
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any rationalized explanation whatever, can
apparently only be referred to the accumulated
traditional experience derived from age-long
study of and familiarity with buffalo. This
influence resembles in this respect phenomena
known to us all, wherein there is no
perceptible trace of relationship along
scientific channels of reasoning between
supposed cause and alleged effect, and yet
curious happenings almost make us think,
despite ourselves, that "there must be
something in it."
Despite the ritual and ceremony, success was never
assured and disappointments in the drive were common (Burpee
1908: 111, 115, 116; Henry and Thompson 1965: 577, 725;
Hornaday 1889: 480). It seems reasonable, however, to
assume that during crises when bison were scarce, meat
supplies were low or the drive unsuccessful, special rituals
were held, and that many people throughout the camp smoked,
prayed and burned sweet grass to entreat for favour during
ensuing drives.
The Drive Proper
Eyewitness accounts of buffalo jumps in operation are rare.
Certainly Peter Fidler (1792-93) observed bison drives, both
jumps and pounds of the corral type, in use among the
Blackfoot. Alexander Henry and Lewis and Clark, among
others, have described buffalo jumps. Nevertheless most of
the early travellers were more familiar with the log and
brush pounds of the plains Cree and Assiniboine, the type
that persisted in use among most of the northern plains
tribes and the Red River Metis long after the buffalo jump
was just a memory.
Fidler describes a bison drive, possibly the Old
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Women's Buffalo Jump, in
(1962a: 63-4).
The Young men sleep
when they bring the
sometimes they will
miles off & sleep 2

the following quotation by Forbis
out all night in general Buffalo to the Pound - &
bring whole herds above 40
or 3 nights according as

they can drive them in a direct manner or not
towards the Pound... Bringing the Buffalo to the
Pound, particularly when at a great distance,
is a very hard job for the young men, as they
are obliged to run so very much to keep the
Buffalo in the proper direction for the Pound there is a deal of Art in thus driving them the
way they wish - as it is such a wild Animal - &
the sight of a single person will frighten a
whole herd - they will smell a person at an
amazing distance when they are to the lewards
of him - & if one runs, should there be
thousands in the herd, they will all
run...(entry for Dec. 28, 1792).
As the bison approached the buffalo jump, the young men
attempted to direct them between two "fences" or drive lines
made of piles of stone or brush, or as Fidler described, of
four or six pieces of
dry Buffalo dung...piled up about knee high &
about the distance of 30 yards from each other,
& at the rock the 2 sides are not more than 20
yards asunder, but they spread gradually...[so]
that at the other end the piles of Dry Buffalo
dung will be 1 or 2 miles wide. The Men drives
the Buffalo within this kind of fence all the
way to the rock & by the great way the Buffalo
makes they are at the very brink of the
precipice before they are aware of the Danger -
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& some men ly down flat on the ground near the
Dead men [dung piles] & rise up as the Buffalo
passes them & follows them with all speed, to
keep them constantly on the run - was that not
the case, the Buffalo by going along easily
would perceive the danger & avoid it by turning
upon one side or the other (entry for Dec. 5,
1792) .
Once the animals were driven over the precipice or into
the pound, the pound master, having directed the operation,
must go & kill the first one when after any
body may kill that wishes - he generally shoots
his one with a gun. The young Men kill the
rest with arrows - Bayonets tyed upon the end
of a Pole, &c. The Hatchet is frequently used
& it is shocking to see the poor animals thus
pent up without any way of escaping, butchered
in this shocking manner, some with the stroke
of an ax will open nearly the whole side of the
Buffalo & the poor animal runs some times a
considerable while all thro' the pound with all
its internals dragging on the ground & trod out
by the others, before they dye. So soon the
Buffalo gets into the Pound, they constantly
keep running all round, never being a moment
still, until they are all killed, when the
woman goes over the hedge & cuts up the Buffalo
& takes the best parts - sometimes the Buffalo
a fresh herd will come into the Pound while the
women are thus employed, which makes them run
headlong over the hedge to escape - sometimes
the Indians say that a few are killed by toe
Buffalo before they can get out of the Pound
(entry for Dec. 28, 1792).
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While Peter Fidler's account emphasized driving the
buffalo, Lewis and Clark (Lewis 1814: 235) described the
practice of decoying among the Minitari (Hidatsa) of the
upper Missouri. There, they selected a young man who was a
good runner. Disguised with a buffalo skin fastened about
his body, with the horns and ears so secured as to deceive
the buffalo, he placed himself between the herd of buffalo
and some of the river precipices, which often extended for
miles. His companions in the meantime moved to the rear and
along the flanks of the herd and, showing themselves at a
given signal, advanced upon the herd. The alarmed herd ran
from the hunters toward the disguised Indian whom they
followed at full speed toward the river. The Indian decoy,
when the precipice was reached, suddenly secured himself in
some crevice of the cliff which he had previously selected.
It was by then impossible for the foremost of the herd to
retreat or to turn aside, being pressed on by those behind,
who saw no danger except the pursuing Indians. The buffalo
tumbled headlong over the cliff, littering the bottom with
their bodies.
Another way in which the "caller" or "runner"
(Schaeffer 1962: 30), brought the animals to the pis'kun, is
described by Grinnell (1962: 230).
A man who was very skilful in arousing the
buffalo's curiosity, might go out without
disguise, and by wheeling round and round in
front of the herd, appearing and disappearing,
would induce them to move toward him, when it
was easy to entice them into the chute. Once
there, the people began to rise up behind them,
shouting and waving their robes, and the now
terror-stricken animals rushed ahead, and were
driven over the cliff into the pis'kun, where
all were quickly killed and divided among the
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people, the chiefs and the leading warrior
getting the best and fattest animals.
From his careful study, Schaeffer (1962: 31) states
that among the Blackfoot, "There is some indication that the
role of the runner was institutionalized," and because of
his importance, the runner enjoyed considerable respect and
attention among his people. .Schaeffer feels that the
runner's prestige in the pre-horse period was comparable to,
or even overshadowed, that of the successful horse raider of
recent times.
Traditions of renowned runners have been passed down
among the Blackfoot. One of the most skilled of these was
Red Antelope, who apparently lived about the time of the
introduction of the horse. Schaeffer (1962: 32) illuminates
the legend as follows:
An indication of when he lived is provided by
the text of some songs that have been handed
down. His spiritual powers as a runner were
derived from the antelope and the falcon. His
shirt and leggings were made of antelope hide
and decorated with red ochre. In addition he
wore a disguise made from the head of an
antelope and carried rattles made of antelope
hooves. Red Antelope took particular care of
his outfit, rolling it up with sweetgrass after
use and depositing it in a secret place some
distance away to avoid contamination with camp
odours. Here again we have an emphasis upon
human odour-free conditions.
The prevailing westerly winds and the bison's keer.
sense of smell are probably the basic reasons why most
buffalo jumps face east or north. Alexander Henry (Henry
and Thompson 1965: 577) noted the lack of success among the
Blackfoot in bringing bison to the cliff because the "wind
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was still contrary."
Although the runner's task was to locate a herd, start
it up and put it in motion toward the drive lines, his speed
and endurance were often tested when it became necessary to
go considerable distances before encountering a herd.
When the supply of buffalo was exhausted in one
locality, camps were moved, sometimes fairly often, into
other areas where familiar jumps were reused and log and
brush pounds, readied earlier in the fall, were available
for immediate use (Grinnell 1962a: 234). Occasionally a new
pound was constructed when herds were found in some
unsuspected location.
Among the Blackfoot, the fall-winter bison drives
sometimes continued into mid-March. In winter, when snow
was on the ground and when the buffalo were to be led to the
pis'kun, an ingenious drive technique was devised to keep
the buffalo in the centre of the drive lane between the
fences leading to the jump or pound. Grinnell (1962a: 232)
describes it as follows:
A line of buffalo chips, each one supported on
three small sticks, so that it stood a few
inches above the snow, was carried from the
mouth of the pis'kun straight out toward the
prairie. The chips were about thirty feet
apart, and ran midway between the wings of the
chute. This line was, of course, conspicuous
against the white snow, and when the buffalo
were running down the chute, they always
followed it, never turning to the right nor to
the left. In the latter days of the pis'kun,
the man who led the buffalo was often mounted
on a white horse.
In the spring of the year, herds of bison were often
brought close to the camps as a matter of convenience. This
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was usually done when the horses were thin and not in
condition to withstand a long chase. Such a drive is
described by Grinnell as told to him by his friend William
Jackson who was present at a drive by the Red River M£tis on
Box Elder Creek, near the Musselshell River in Montana in
the spring of 1881.
The buffalo were seven or eight miles distant and two
men were sent out to bring them to the camp. To spare the
horses, other men leading fresh horses went with them and
hid themselves in the hills at intervals of about one and
one-half miles along the course that the buffalo were
expected to take. Their job was to supply fresh horses to
the men bringing in the herd.
The buffalo were on a wide flat, and the
men rode over the hill and advanced toward the
herd at a walk. At length the buffalo noticed
them, and began to huddle up together and to
walk about, and at length to walk away. Then
the men turned, and rode along parallel to the
buffalo's course, and at the same gait that
these were taking. When the buffalo began to
trot, the men trotted, and when the herd began
to lope, the men loped, and at length they were
all running pretty fast. The men kept about
half a mile from the herd, and up even with the
leaders. As they ran, the herd kept constantly
edging a little toward the riders, as if trying
to cross in front of them. This inclination
toward the men was least when they were far
off, and greatest when they drew nearer to
them. At no time were the men nearer to the
herd than four hundred yards. If the buffalo
edged too much toward the riders, so that the
course they were taking would lead them away
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from camp, the men would drop back and cross
over behind the herd to the other side, and
then, pushing their horses hard, would come up
with the leaders, - but still at a distance
from them, - and then the buffalo would begin
to edge toward them, and the herd would be
brought back again to the desired course. If
necessary, this was repeated, and so the
buffalo were kept travelling in a course
approximately straight.
By the time the buffalo had got pretty
near to the camp, they were pretty well winded,
and the tongues of many of them were hanging
out. This herd was led up among the rolling
hills about a mile from the camp, and there the
people were waiting for them, and charged them,
when the herd broke up, the animals running in
every direction (Grinnell 1962a: 233).
This propensity of the buffalo to cross in front of
riders on horseback is also mentioned by Paul Kane (1968:
80) in his description of a drive.
The hunter immediately strikes a light
with a flint and steel, and places the lighted
spunk in a handful of dried grass, the smoke
arising from which the buffaloes soon smell and
start away from it at the top of their speed.
The man now rides up alongside of the herd,
which, from some unaccountable propensity,
invariably endeavour to cross in front of his
horse. I have had them follow me for miles in
order to do so. The hunter thus possesses an
unfailing means, wherever the pound may be
situated of conducting them to it by the
dexterous management of his horse.
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At the end of a drive into a pound, the pound master
received the choicest parts from each of the animals, the
rest of the meat being given to the families of those
individuals who had killed each animal. Ownership of the
buffalo killed was recognized by the markings of the arrows.
Where buffalo jumps were used, choice parts of the animals
were presented to the chiefs in charge of the drive, and the
remainder of the meat was divided equally among the families
in the band.
Butchering Techniques
Buffalo butchering techniques of the plains Indians are
documented in the historical, ethnographical, and
archaeological literature. Butchering was done in one of
two ways. If the meat was wanted, the animal's forelegs
were doubled up and the hind ones straightened. Then,
little by little, the head was twisted sharply back beside
the body, which raised up the animals back at the same time.
In a few moments, the buffalo was prone on its belly,
propped in that position by the head. If the skin was
wanted, the raising of the animal was reversed, and it was
laid on its back, propped in position again by the bent-back
head (Schultz 1912: 15-6).
According to Chittenden (1954: Vol. 2, 815), the
butchering procedure for the meat, after the hide was parted
along the spine, "depended for thoroughness upon the wants
of the party. If meat was plentiful only the choicest parts
were taken. The tongue, hump, ribs and fleece fat were
always included, as well as the marrow bones, and generally
the gall and the liver." Taking only the choice parts was
referred to by Wissler (1910: 42) as "light butchering."
"Heavy butchering" or more thorough butchering is described
by Wissler (1910: 41). In this instance the hide was also
wanted.
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In dressing, the skin was cut down the median
line of the breast and worked loose. Then the
carcass as it lay on the outstretched skin was
disemboweled. The manner of its dismemberment
depended on the distance from camp. Assuming
that the carcass was in camp, the procedure for
buffalo or deer was about as follows: - the
fore quarters were removed by cutting down
through the shoulder joints. Then cuts were
made at the shins. The hind legs were cut off
and the quarters cut at the hip joints. The
back-fat was removed in broad bands. The
breast and belly were cut away in one piece;
then the short ribs, eight on a side, in two
pieces; also two similar pieces of neck ribs.
The parts of the loin containing the kidneys
were taken next. The "boss ribs" (hump) were
stripped. If there was a feotus it was tied up
with the "boss ribs." The back bone was cut
into two pieces. A chunk of meat from the rump
and one from the neck were taken. The heart,
tongue, brain, paunch and small intestines were
taken. Sometimes the hoofs and some of the
head meat were also taken. The marrow from the
leg bones was usually eaten raw during the
butcher ing.
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Summary and Conclusions

However uncertain the date of the earliest arrival of man in
the New World, it is certain that nearly 10,000 years ago
the human population on the Great Plains was hunting bison
as its primary source of food. Despite a somewhat sketchy
archaeological record, evidence from different parts of the
Great Plains shows that communal bison hunting began during
Folsom times and persisted throughout the intervening 10,000
years into the historic period. Throughout this time, the
buffalo very likely provided most of the basic necessities
for human survival on the plains just as in early historic
t imes.
Although the practice of running buffalo over cliffs
was known to Paleo-Indian hunters in Texas about 10,000
years ago, more favoured bison procurement methods of the
Paleo-Indian period were stalking, surrounding and trapping.
These latter methods persisted into the Meso-Indian period,
supplemented by gradual adoption of buffalo jumps and
constructed pounds.
During the Meso-Indian period (ca. 3000 B.C. to A.D.
600), bison drives in the northern plains may possibly have
been used by people of the Oxbow Complex. Radiocarbon dates
ranging from 3250 to 2625 B.C. bracket the complex
(Wormington and Forbis 19 65: 188). Artifacts of this
complex are found scattered, over the northern plains, often
in association with bison remains. However, little is known
of their hunting techniques and scant evidence exists to
associate the Oxbow Complex with known bison drive sites.
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The McKean Complex (Mulloy 1954b) follows Oxbow in
time. Artifacts of these people are widespread over the
northern plains, primarily as surface material in the form
of McKean, Duncan and Hanna points. Except for parts of
Wyoming, the McKean people were primarily bison hunters.
In the Powder River Basin of southeastern Montana,
there is evidence at the Kobold Buffalo Jump that buffalo
jumps were in use immediately following the Altithermal. In
this area, however, bison traps utilizing small, naturally
occurring box canyons in arroyo bottoms appear to have been
favoured over buffalo jumps early in the Meso-Indian period.
The Powers-Yonkee Bison Trap in southeastern Montana
radiocarbon dated at about 2500 B.C. (Bentzen 1962a), the
Mavrakis-Bentzen-Roberts Bison Trap (Bentzen 1962b), and
Powder River bison kill (48SH312; Frison 1968), the latter
two in northeastern Wyoming, are early examples.
Throughout the northern plains, beginning with Pelican
Lake (ca. 700 B.C.), the use of buffalo pounds began to
increase as the use of natural traps diminished. More
reliance on buffalo jumps and constructed pounds, as shown
by their greater number and more intensive use after the
time of Christ, attests to the gradual perfection of drive
techniques and the success of drives in procuring bison. An
excellent example of this success is the Old Women's Buffalo
Jump. Increases in the resident plains population as well
as movements of people from regions peripheral to the
northern plains were most likely due to the more reliable
subsistence base provided by the widespread use of bison
dr ives.
The beginning of the Old Women's Buffalo Jump was
established by a radiocarbon date of 1840 + 70 years B.P. or
A.D. 120 + 70 (Forbis 1962a: 81). Twenty feet of
culture-bearing deposits at the base of the cliff, spanning
over 1,500 years, recorded the long and intensive use of
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this site for communal hunting activity (Forbis 1962a: 75,
83) .
The earliest levels at the Old Women's Buffalo Jump
produced points typologically similar to Pelican Lake. In
time, they are later than Pelican Lake at Mortlach and Long
Creek and very likely represent typological variants of the
Pelican Lake point type.
The Besant point found throughout the northern plains
occurred in at least four varieties at the Old Women's
Buffalo Jump. A Besant date of 1650 + 60 years B.P. (A.D.
300 + 60) (S-90; Forbis 1962a: 81) agreed with the Mortlach
Besant date of A.D. 370 + 325 (S-22; Wettlaufer 1955: 71).
Many bison drive sites in Alberta contain Besant
components, among them the Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump
(Reeves n.d.) and the Muhlbach site (Gruhn n.d.). In
Saskatchewan, the Walter Felt site (Kehoe 1964) produced a
Besant component that radiocarbon dated at A.D. 354 + 70
years and contained the earliest pottery found thus far on
the northern plains. In Manitoba, the Richards site was
reported by Hlady (1967) to be a Besant bison kill. In
north central Montana, Davis and Stallcop (1966) reported on
Besant at the Wahkpa Chu'gn site. At the Keaster site in
central Montana, Davis and Stallcop (1965) obtained a
radiocarbon date of 1965 + 250 years B.P. (W-1366) for a
component that yielded projectile points considered to be
intermediate between Pelican Lake and Besant. Along the
Yellowstone River in southern Montana, the Billings Bison
Trap (Mulloy 1952; 1958) and the Small Emigrant Bison Kill
(Arthur 1962) contained Besant components.
It appears evident that increasing use of bison drives
correlates to a large degree with the spread of Besant
culture on the northern plains. Where topographic
conditions permitted, buffalo jumps largely displaced other
methods of taking bison, particularly where wood was not
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available for constructed pounds.
Somewhat paralleling the Besant Complex in time and
subsistence pattern is the Avonlea Complex. This complex
was first recognized by the distinctive side-notched Avonlea
point (Kehoe and McCorquodale 1961). It is absent in the
Old Women's Buffalo Jump. Radiocarbon dated at 1500 + 100
years B.P. (A.D. 450 + 100; S-45) (Kehoe and McCorquodale
1961), the Avonlea Complex persists into the beginning of
the Neo-Indian period (ca. A.D. 600). It is a major
component in buffalo jumps in the prairie provinces and
northern Montana (Davis 1966). It is at this time that the
bow and arrow were introduced into the communal bison
hunting groups on the plains.
Commencing in the Neo-Indian period (ca. A.D. 600),
side-notched points proliferated into various types and
varieties on the Great Plains (Forbis 1962a; Kehoe 1966a).
From the specimens in the Old Women's Buffalo Jump, Forbis
(1962a) set up a number of projectile point types and
plotted their frequency of distribution stratigraphically.
Clear differences existed between points from the bottom and
upper layers. These types overlap stratigraphically and
chronologically, clearly indicating continuity of change and
use, possibly by the same people.
Side-notched points like those found at the Old Women's
Buffalo Jump are widespread over the plains. The projectile
point types set up by Forbis are important because they
provide the basis for a chronological framework that may be
applicable over a large area.
This framework' has been utilized for comparing similar
material from other sites. These include the
Head-Smashed-In Jump (Reeves n.d.), Muhlbach (Gruhn n.d.),
Emigrant Bison Drives (Arthur 1966), Boarding School Bison
Drive (Kehoe 1967), and the Taft Hill Buffalo Jump (Shumate
1967b). Both Arthur and Schumate classified their
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projectile points according to Forbis's types and by
establishing the maximum frequency of types, determined that
the most intensive use of their jumps occurred between A.D.
1000 and A.D. 1700.
According to Forbis (1962a: 82), a terminal date of
A.D. 1600 is suggested for the Old Women's Buffalo Jump.
This date is based on the absence of trade goods at the site
and also on the fact that certain point types, which appear
to be gaining in frequency in the upper layers of the jump,
become still more prevalent in protohistoric components
containing trade goods at other sites. Despite these
arguments, there is a possibility that the Old Women's
Buffalo Jump was used later, and may have been observed in
operation among the Blackfoot in 1792-93 by Peter Fidler
(MacGregor 1966: 68-70).
Acquisition of the horse in the 1700s, along with the
gun and other metal implements, modified and enriched plains
Indian culture. The horse, a valuable item of trade,
permitted wider trade contacts and provided the means to
transport larger accumulations of goods with greater ease
than before (Wormington and Forbis 1965: 199). The horse
also caused many changes in plains Indian hunting practices.
By the year 1800, the driving of bison over jumps had been
largely abandoned in favour of the surround by men on
horseback. An exciting new way of hunting, the "chase on
horseback," or "running buffalo," provided dangerous sport
as well as a good supply of buffalo. Among the Cree and
northern Blackfoot, however, constructed pounds continued to
be used into the latter half of the 19th century.
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1

Map of the Great Plains Showing Location and
Distribution of Some Meso-Indian and Neo-Indian
Period Bison Kill Sites.
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2

Map of the Great Plains Showing Location and
Distribution of Paleo-Indian Bison Kill Sites.
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Appendix A

I. Some Neo-Indian and Meso-Indian Plains Bison Kill Sites
Of several hundred known kill sites, few have been excavated
and described in the literature. Bison appears to have been
the primary source of food for all the peoples on the
northern Great Plains throughout most of time. In the
prairie provinces, most bison kill sites appear in Alberta
and Saskatchewan, although there are a few in Manitoba.
More such sites have been reported in Montana than anywhere
else in North America. A number of them are described from
Wyoming, and one each has been reported in North and South
Dakota.
Alberta
The Old Women's Buffalo

Jump

The Old Women's Buffalo Jump near the town of Cayley,
Alberta, 50 miles south of Calgary, was excavated in 1958-59
by field parties from the Glenbow Foundation under the
direction of Richard G. Forbis. This may be the site
referred to in Blackfoot legend where the first marriage is
said to have taken place (Forbis 1962b: 61). The legend was
recorded under the heading "The Women's Buffalo Jump," by
Hugh Dempsey, then archivist for the Glenbow Foundation, in
his interview with the late John Cotton and Teddy Bull
Shield, both Blood Indians, on 4 January 1957, with Senator
James Gladstone acting as interpreter.
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"There were two places which we called
Women's Buffalo Jump," said John Cotton, an
83-year-old Blood Indian. "One was north-west
of Claresholm on Willow Creek, and the other
was near Cayley."
The buffalo jump near Cayley is thought to
be one of the oldest used by the Blackfeet, as
the origin of its name is told in the mythology
of the tribe. It concerns a mythical character
named Napi or Old Man, who was a trickster and
the creator of many of nature's wonders.
"In the early days of the world," said
John Cotton, "the men and the women used to
travel in separate camps. The men had their
chief and the women had theirs."
One day Napi called the men together and
said: "Why should we live apart from the women?
If we all live together, then we can spend our
time hunting and going to war, while the women
can do the cooking and tanning of hides."
The men thought it was a good idea, so
Napi went in search of the women. He found
them near the foothills, where they all lived
in a large camp. Nearby they had a buffalo
jump which was their main source of food. This
was the Women's Buffalo Jump near Cayley.
Napi met the leader of the women and told
her the plan. The woman chief agreed, and
asked Napi to bring the men to her camp so that
each woman could choose a man to be her
partner.
Napi returned to the men and told them the
news. He had noticed many beautiful women in
the camp and made plans to get the best one for
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himself. When the men moved to the Women's
Buffalo Jump, Napi stole from the camp and,
dressing himself in women's clothes, he went to
the women's camp and decided which woman was
the most beautiful.
Before he had time to return to the men,
they arrived, and the women began to choose
their partners. The woman of Napi's choice saw
a man she liked, but Napi intercepted her and
told her to choose him. The woman, however,
wanted the other man and by-passed Napi in
favour of him.
Napi then went to the next most beautiful
woman, and the same thing happened. Finally,
when all the choosing had been done, Napi was
the only one without a woman. In anger, he
went to the buffalo jump and changed himself
into a pine tree. And there he stood, alone,
for many, many years.
"Maybe the lone pine tree is still there,"
commented Teddy Bull Shield....
The Blackfoot name for Women's Buffalo
Jump is Akee'-piskun (Akee - woman; piskun buffalo jump).
John Yellow Horn, head chief of the Peigans later told
Dempsey that as a youth he had been told that the Women's
Jump was near Cayley, and that he had seen it about the year
1900 while traveling the Macleod-Calgary trail. At that
time, a pine tree at the site was visible from the trail
that ran within three-quarters of a mile of the jump.
Nearly all the elements of a highly successful buffalo
drive were present in nearly perfect proportions at the Old
Women's Buffalo Jump. A vast gathering basin on the level
prairie carpeted with rich grasses flourished south and west
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of the jump. Since no drive lines or "fences" had been
observed at the Old Women's Buffalo Jump, they probably were
originally of buffalo dung or possibly brush.
The vertical cliff for the jump, invisible from most
vantage points in the gathering basin, is composed of easily
eroded sandstone. Many large blocks of this material lay in
the deposits below the cliff. When the jump was first used,
the cliff was more imposing than its present height of 20
feet suggests. Bone, stone and dirt deposits have slowly
filled the bowl-like depression which probably gave the
Blackfoot good reason to name this kill, like others,
pis'kun - "deep blood kettle" (Grinnell 1962a: 228). Since
these deposits are 20 feet thick, the cliff was
approximately 40 feet high when first used.
The cliffs face north and slightly east. The buffalo
were driven from the opposite direction, from the gathering
basin, with the result that the bone deposits on the slope
leading to the bottom of the coulee concentrated in an
oval-shaped area, the long axis of which runs nearly north
and south, downhill and uphill. In cross-section the
deposits are lens-shaped, being thickest in the centre and
diminishing toward the edges. By October and through the
winter, they are protected from the direct rays of the sun
by the cliff - a condition which may have reduced the danger
of meat spoilage.
The bottom of Squaw Coulee afforded its human occupants
some protection from the harsh winter, the time when jumps
were customarily relied upon to produce essential food and
supplies. The location of the camp in the coulee bottom
also provided natural concealment from herds of buffalo that
would normally avoid coming near an open settlement. For
more than 500 yards on either side of the jump there are
signs of campsite debris in the black, boggy soils
of the bottom.
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In 1952, a flash flood gouged a deep gully through the
bone deposit and exposed the numerous layers of bone and
soil that were later excavated in 1958 and 1959.
During the first year a long trench was laid out at a
right angle to the gully, and in places it was excavated to
a depth of over 20 feet. The strata, even at this depth,
contained bones and artifacts. The 30 strata in the cut
were varied, but consisted generally of four distinct and
variously alternating types of deposit: (1) decomposed
and matted hair, hide and bone; (2) similar deposits which
were burned to either a white or black ash; (3) soil zones
with a heavy admixture of bone, and (4) soil layers almost
sterile of bone and cultural debris. On the whole, the
layers with highest bone content tended to fall in the
upper, later part of the sequence, while the lower, earlier
layers largely consisted of soil. Soil layers occurred
sporadically throughout the sequence. The situation would
appear to indicate that early uses of the jump were
irregular, and that man had progressively mastered the
techniques of the buffalo kill as time progressed.
In 1959, a second, smaller pit was dug in the periphery
of the bone bed, downhill from the main trench. Similar
types of deposits were encountered to a depth of about 10
feet. Ground water, which had halted excavations in 1958
before the bottom of the trench had been definitely
ascertained, was not a serious problem in the lower pit, and
the bedrock below the bone layers was reached. Artifacts
similar to those from the upper trench were set aside in
order to check the typological sequence derived through an
analysis of specimens from the trench.
Because of its numerous stratified layers, the Old
Women's Buffalo Jump offered a superb opportunity to develop
on a statistical basis a sequence of projectile point types.
The deposits in the 1958 trench could be divided grossly
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into two members. The upper layers (1-14) contained small
points, probably for arrows, and the lower layers (15-30)
were characterized by large points, presumably designed for
use with darts, spears or atlatls. The statistical approach
was not applicable to the lower member since only about 50
analyzable specimens were recovered from it. The upper
member, however, yielded about 1,000 projectile points and
fragments, or about 90 per cent of all specimens. Analysis
led to the establishment of seven distinct types of small
points each with its own history. The validity of the types
was checked (1) by comparing them with specimens from the
pit dug in 1959 and determining that they had similar
stratigraphic relationships, and (2) by comparing them with
points from other sites on the northern plains.
The development sequence shows that the earliest point
types are large and corner-notched. Some types which have
been given names are Besant and Ensor. They are succeeded
by small points which are still corner-notched. These
points in turn are almost completely displaced by the small
side-notched types common in late prehistoric times. Small
points are usually about one gram in weight while the large,
earlier points commonly weigh more than three grams.
Large pebble choppers, which probably served to crack
bones, were found all through the sequence. More
distinctive choppers made of flat cobbles notched on both
edges were limited to layer 13. A few potsherds of Ethridge
ware were only about two feet below the surface. Hide
dressing tools (knives and scrapers) were rare, and the
excavations revealed only doubtful bone artifacts.
Radiocarbon dates suggest that the site was first used
nearly 2,000 years ago. The date for the transition from
large to small points (between layers 14 and 15) is probably
about A.D. 600, as two radiocarbon dates for overlying
layer 13 average A.D. 900 (S-87; S-89). Since no trade
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goods were recovered from the topmost layer and since it
contains only a few of the point types that characterize
later protohistoric times on the northern plains, the jump
was probably not much used after A.D. 1600.
Bead-Smashed-In

Bison

Jump

The Head-Smashed-In Bison Jump, with an associated campsite,
is 12 miles west of Fort Macleod along the southeastern
flank of the Porcupine Hills in southwestern Alberta. The
name, Head-Smashed-In, or estipahsikikini-kots in Peigan
("where we got our heads smashed in"), comes from a legend
about the misadventures of a young man from a Peigan camp on
Willow Creek who wanted to see the jump in operation.
He became curious and climbed inside the
corral and was standing near the cliff when the
buffalo started to be driven over. He stood
under the protection of the cliff and the
buffalo fell past him and were killed or
crippled by the fall. The bodies piled up
higher and higher until they crushed the young
man against the cliff. When the people came to
do the butchering, they found him with his head
crushed in by the weight of the buffalo. (From
an interview with John Yellowhorn, former
Peigan head chief, on 12 August 1965, by Hugh
A. Dempsey, Glenbow Foundation, with Senator
James Gladstone interpreting; ms.
Glenbow-Alberta Institute).
The site has been known to scientists and artifact
collectors for many years, and it was first tested
scientifically by Boyd Wettlaufer in 1949. In 1965 and
1966, summer field crews directed by Brian Reeves and
supported by the Glenbow Foundation, made extensive tests in
the jump and campsite.
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The easterly facing kill, about 800 feet long and 200
feet wide and averaging 20 feet in depth, is situated on a
slump block terrace at the base of a 40-foot outcrop of
Porcupine Hills sandstone. .Sixty feet below and to the east
lies the associated butchering and camping area which covers
over 100 acres. The gathering basin, to the west of the
site, encompasses a rich grazing area of over 25 square
miles. Drive lines marked by small stone cairns, some of
them extending more than five miles, enabled the Indians
to draw bison from any valley and channel them toward the
jump.
A number of test pits in the jump revealed extensive
bone deposits, some of considerable antiquity. One pit, for
example, reached basement at 35 feet. Over 4,000 artifacts
were recovered from the kill, three-fourths of them
projectile points. Other tools included knives and choppers
used in butchering. Bone preservation was excellent. Bison
and Canidae were present throughout, but birds and small
ungulates were limited to the earlier layers. Human bones
recovered near the surface lent an aura of credibility to
the Peigan legend about the site. A tanned headdress of
buffalo udder was reportedly found near the surface of the
kill.
A provisional sequence showed that the jump was used
probably as early as 3800 B.C. The next phase is
characterized by Pelican Lake points, occurring between 1200
B.C. and A.D. 100. This was followed by a Besant and
Avonlea phase between A.D. 100 and A.D. 700. The final
phase is referred to by Reeves as the Old Women's phase
which began at A.D. 600 and terminated with the presence of
historic trade goods about A.D. 1850.
The associated campsite was primarily a butchering
station where foodstuffs and hides were prepared. In some
parts of the camp area, cultural deposits up to two feet in
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thickness consisted of densely packed, firebroken rock and
butchered bison bone. Cultural features included hearths
and roasting pits, baking ovens, ash pits and cache pits.
Surface features were burial cairns, tipi rings and grass
circles. Artifacts consisted of stone projectile points,
knives, scrapers, drills, choppers and pounders and a wide
variety of plain, check-stamped and cord-roughened pottery.
Bone tools included awls, punches and gaming pieces.
Historic goods included metal points, scraps of metal,
bottle glass, glass scrapers, beads, rings, bracelets and
bangles.
The Head-Smashed-In Bison Jump ranks as one of the
largest known buffalo jumps, and, so far, appears to
manifest the earliest use of any jump excavated on the
northwestern plains or in the prairie provinces. The
relatively complete cultural sequence from 1200 B.C. to
historic times offers the possibility of obtaining knowledge
of a wide range of cultural activities during the time that
bison drives were employed in the area.
The Muhlbaeh

Site

The Muhlbaeh Site (Gruhn n.d.), a Besant bison trap, is
about 10 miles southwest of the town of Stettler in central
Alberta. The site was discovered when postholes dug for a
corral structure and adjacent fences revealed an extensive
layer of bison bones a few feet below the surface.
The site was excavated during the summer of 1965 under
the direction of Dr. Ruth Gruhn of the University of
Alberta, Edmonton. Approximately one-third of the bone bed
was exposed.
At present, the area southwest of Stettler lies in the
parkland vegetation belt, with extensive groves of poplar
interspersed with grasslands. According to old-timers,
about 75 years ago the entire area was treeless open
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country. Evidently the parkland belt had been expanding
south at the expense of the prairie in central Alberta; such
fluctuations of the border must have occurred in the past.
The bone bed was overlain by a thin layer of topsoil
and about 50 cm. of grey-brown aeolian sand. The bone bed
was in a matrix of dark grey to black sand about 30 cm.
thick and was underlain by a sterile yellow-grey aeolian
sand of undetermined depth. Gruhn's working hypothesis is
that the dark grey to black sand zone containing the bone
deposit represents a natural soil which formed under wet
conditions when a shallow pond to the west spread out to
cover the site area. At that time, the bison were trapped
and slaughtered at the spot.
Although the bone bed reached a maximum thickness of
about 30 cm., only a single layer of bones appeared to be
represented, indicating either a single drive or several
drives over a short period of time. The entire bone bed
covered an estimated area of 1,200 square meters.
With the exception of small foot bones and teeth, the
bones were badly preserved. A few short columns of
vertebrae and several metapodials with phalanges were
articulated. All but a few of the large limb bones were
broken and incomplete; the shafts were evidently smashed to
obtain the marrow and probably raw material for tools.
Cobbles found scattered through the bone bed may have served
as tools for this purpose.
The species of bison at the Muhlbach site has not been
identified. Bones of mature and immature individuals were
noted. A rough count of mandibles indicates that a minimum
of 100 individuals is represented by the sample from the
excavated area. If the distribution of mandibles is random
throughout the total site area, then it might be assumed
that at least 300 animals were killed at the spot, but there
are indications that the mandibles were purposefully stacked
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in a selected portion of the excavated area. Concentrated,
charred bone fragments in one part of the site may mark a
special processing area to obtain marrow fat.
Although excavation failed to reveal postholes or any
evidence of a corral, the relatively flat terrain at the
Muhlbach site argues for a constructed pound in which the
bison were trapped and confined.
Artifacts were mainly projectile points and nearly all
of the 61 recovered came from the bone bed. Considering
that the site probably represents a single event in time and
occupation by one group of people, the observable variation
in size, form and workmanship of the points is of particular
interest. Significant also is that nearly 90 per cent of
the points were made of Knife River flint, the main source
of which is in North Dakota although the material has also
been found in river gravels in southern Manitoba (Hlady
1965: 3-7).
Projecile points from the Muhlbach site conform to
Besant. Comparisons with specimens from other Besant sites
such as the Old Women's Buffalo Jump, the Wahkpa Chu'gn site
in Montana, the Mortlach site, and the Long Creek site in
Saskatchewan show strong similarities in form, size, flaking
and the additional Besant trait of basal grinding.
Samples of charred bone produced a radiocarbon date of
A.D. 680 + 150 years (GSC-696) for the Muhlbach site. While
most Besant dates fall between A.D. 300 and A.D. 400, the
date is not inconsistent with the presently known time span
of Besant culture.
Upper

Kill

On the south side of the Oldman River about three miles
above its confluence with the Little Bow River are two
buffalo kills (Upper Kill and Lower Kill), both in the same
coulee which drains into the Oldman River (Forbis 1960:
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121) .
The Upper Kill is about 200 yards above the Lower Kill
at the head of the same draw. There is little likelihood
that it is a buffalo jump, since there is no cliff over
which the animals might have been driven, but the slopes
leading to the prairie level are steep and animals watering
at the spring below would be placed at a definite
disadvantage in relation to hunters occupying higher ground
on the surrounding rim. Test excavations at the site
extended down six feet to ground water and yielded a
profusion of bison bones and a number of artifacts including
projectile points of the Avonlea type. Avonlea points have
been radiocarbon dated at 1,500 years B.P. (Kehoe and
McCorquodale 1961).
Lower

Kill

The Lower Kill (Forbis 1960: 121), at the foot of the draw
was probably a pound. Wormington and Forbis (1965: 141-2)
seemed doubtful that herds of buffalo could have been driven
out onto the spurs and over the low, steep cliffs around the
site. Rather, the situation suggests that the animals were
lured into the mouth of the coulee from the flood plain.
Once there, they could be attacked and killed easily,
particularly if an obstacle such as a pound had been erected
to constrict the passage of escape. The Lower Kill was
almost certainly used by the inhabitants of the Ross site, a
nearby campsite, since projectile points from both sites
were indistinguishable from one another (Wormington and
Forbis 1965: 141).
Saskatchewan
Oxbow

Only one site on the northern plains dates within the
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Altithermal phase. This is the Oxbow site (Nero and
McCorquodale 1958), characterized by large, eared points.
First recognized at the Oxbow site in southeastern
Saskatchewan, this complex has a radiocarbon date of 3250 +
130 B.C. (S-44). Although the bones of at least six bison
of unidentified species were found, the site is most likely
not a bison kill. Examples of Oxbow points are believed to
have been found at the Castor Creek site east of Red Deer in
Alberta (Wormington and Forbis 1965: 188). Oxbow points are
also believed to occur farther south along the foothills
east of the Rockies. According to Wettlaufer and
Mayer-Oakes (1960), the Oxbow Complex may be derived from
some as yet unidentified Archaic culture of the
Prairie-Woodland border zone well to the east of the Great
Plains.
Martlaeh

Two other important stratified sites in Saskatchewan that
have provided radiocarbon dates are the Mortlach site in the
Besant valley excavated by Boyd Wettlaufer (1956), and the
Long Creek site (Wettlaufer and Mayer-Oakes 1960) near the
town of Estevan, Saskatchewan, in the Long Creek valley, a
tributary of the Sour is River. While neither is a buffalo
kill, their importance to the archaeology of the northern
plains requires that they be treated here in some detail.
At the Mortlach site, seven major periods of occupation
were designated, in order of age from younger to older, the
Mortlach, Moose Jaw, Caron, Besant, Sandy Creek, Pelican
Lake and Thunder Creek cultures. Evidence of bison hunting
and food gathering was present throughout all periods of
occupation.
The latest prehistoric occupation was the Mortlach
culture which Wettlaufer believes to be post-1700. Two
occupations, believed to be by the same people, were
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represented at the site. According to Wettlaufer, the area
tested was the camp for a bison kill approximately 100 yards
southwest of the site. Here great quantities of bone with
masses of bison hair had been dug out by amateur
archaeologists. The distinctive pottery from this area was
named "Mortlach check-stamped" by Wettlaufer. Although its
distribution is unknown in western Canada due to lack of
proper excavation, this type of pottery is similar to that
found at the Hagen site in Montana. Stone artifacts
consisted of projectile points of the prairie side-notched
type (Wettlaufer 1956: 29), and triangular points of a form
which is found all over the western plains. Other artifacts
recovered were two blade fragments, a hoe-like scraper, one
hammerstone and one bone head.
In the preceding Moose Jaw complex, historic contact
material and several different types of pottery were
present. Projectile points consisted of corner-notched
points as well as prairie side-notched points, and tapered
base, side-notched points and eared points. Other stone
artifacts included hafted blades, ovoid bifaces, scrapers,
choppers and stone pipe fragments. Bone tools included
fleshers and handles for end scrapers and awls. Artifacts
belonging to the historic period were a blue trade bead and
a metal scraper made from part of a gun barrel.
An estimated age for the earlier Caron culture was
A.D. 1583, but no pottery was found in this level.
Artifacts consisted of two types of projectile points, an
eared point with shallow side notches and a straight based
point with shallow side notches.
Besant, a major culture at Mortlach, appeared next in
four definite occupations. Bone, broken firestone and ashes
were associated with all levels. These occupation levels
were grouped together because of the similarity of the
projectile point types found in all four. Besant projectile
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points are characterized by being short and broad with
shallow side notches and a slightly concave base. The base
is thinned by striking a number of flakes from the base
toward the tip. Other tools included blades, bifaces,
scrapers, choppers, drills, bone tools and a bone pendant.
Bone artifacts included fragments thought to be parts of
beads. Of particular interest was a series of postholes
laid out in a semicircular pattern probably representing the
remains of a structure, possibly a house. A radiocarbon
date for the Besant culture was A.D. 370 + 325 years (S-22).
The preceding Sandy Creek culture contained points
characterized by open shallow notches and slightly indented
bases. A radiocarbon date obtained from this zone was 2400
+ 290 years B.P. or 450 B.C. (S-28).
The preceding Pelican Lake culture was represented by
several occupations. The projectile points were
corner-notched and barbed with an oval cross-section.
Earlier specimens from this culture level were obliquely
flaked and basally ground. This level also contained
blades, scrapers and bone tools.
The earliest occupation, called the Thunder Creek
culture, was first discovered in 1952 and radiocarbon dated
in 1953 at 3400 + 200 years B.P. or 1445 B.C. (S-2).
Projectile points from this zone are stemmed and have a
concave base resembling Duncan points found elsewhere
throughout the Great Plains.
Long Creek

At the Long Creek site excavated by Wettlaufer and
Mayer-Oakes (1960), the stratigraphy revealed nine levels of
occupation covering a time span of some 5,000 years.
Basing his estimate primarily on pottery, Wettlaufer
placed the age of level 1 at A.D. 1500 to A.D. 1600 and
suggested the Hidatsa or "Gros Ventre" as the people who
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occupied this site.
Level 2 was distinguished by artifacts of the Avonlea
culture. Wettlaufer incorrectly placed the date for the
Avonlea culture at A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1500. However, Kehoe
and McCorquodale (1961) obtained a radiocarbon date of 1500
+ 100 years B.P. or A.D. 450 (S-45) for the Avonlea culture.
Because of the presence of side-notched points and large
blades identical to those from the B-4 level at the Mortlach
site, level 3 was identified as a Besant component.
The cultural material in level 4 was correlated with
late Pelican Lake culture at the Mortlach site. The
projectile points were deep corner-notched and barbed, with
straight-sided triangular blades. Five end scrapers, side
scrapers, chisels, blades and one crude chopper were also
found in this level of occupation. All the tools found were
of stone, the majority being of brown chalcedony of the type
known as Knife River flint. A radiocarbon date of 280 +
100 B.C. (S=49a) was obtained for this level.
Level 6 contained what Wettlaufer called the Wood-End
culture, possibly late Oxbow. No projectile points v/ere
associated with this level, but notched scrapers and a few
bifacially flaked knives were recovered. Level 7,
considered a later occupation of the Oxbow culture,
contained side-notched, basally thin, concave-based points
of the Oxbow type, and gave a radiocarbon date of 2670 + 150
B.C. (S-50).
Artifacts from level 8 were included as part of the
Oxbow culture complex. However, level 8 was separated from
level 7 by two feet of clay and sand and there were
differences between the two assemblages. This level
contained much evidence of occupation and could be traced
across the entire site. Projectile points for level 8 were
basally thinned points with broad incurved bases, somewhat
rounded lugs and very shallow side notches. A radiocarbon
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date of 2700 + 150 B.C. (S-53) was obtained for this level.
Wettlaufer considered this date minimal, with a more correct
date in the neighbourhood of 2800 B.C.
An isolated fire hearth with its associated artifacts
comprised level 9, the Long Creek culture; it was separated
from level 8 by at least three inches of sterile clay.
Level 9 produced a radiocarbon date of 3050 + 125 B.C.
(S-54). Artifacts consisted of one distinctive notched
blade or knife, a portion of a blade, offset blades and
scrapers and seven worked flakes in the vicinity of the
fireplace. The artifacts found associated with the fire
hearth with one exception were made from brown chalcedony
found in the Knife River quarries of North Dakota.
The faunal remains indicated that a plains environment
much like that of today existed 5,000 years ago. Bison
bones were so dominant among the faunal remains as to
indicate almost complete dependence on this animal by the
people of all levels.
Bakken-Wright

Site

Although bison drives are fairly numerous in Saskatchewan,
only a few have been mentioned in the literature and none
have been published in full detail. One which is partially
reported is the Bakken-Wright site (Kehoe and McCorquodale
1961: 179-88), a bison drive on Frenchman River north of
Bracken, Saskatchewan. At this site Avonlea points occurred
in the two lowest zones and a distinctly different type of
point was found above them.
Most of the bison kill sites reported thus far from
Saskatchewan have been briefly discussed by Kehoe in several
published articles. Nearly all begin with, or at least
contain, an Avonlea component. Kehoe and McCorquodale
(1961: 179-88), conclude that the Avonlea point is
sufficiently unique and temporally delimited to serve as a
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useful marker for the beginning of the Late Prehistoric
period in the northwestern plains.
Walter Felt

The Walter Felt site (Kehoe 1964: 51-52), a bison drive on
the breaks of the Missouri Coteau, lies six miles south of
the town of Mortlach, Saskatchewan, and about ten miles
southwest of the Mortlach site. It is situated on a high,
brush-covered bench about 50 feet below the Coteau
escarpment overlooking a network of deep coulees heavily
populated by deer.
According to Kehoe, five occupation zones separated by
sterile layers are present. The uppermost occupation was a
bison pound probably dating from the late 17th century. The
lowest horizon, layer 13, was a rich charcoal stratum
averaging 0.15 foot in thickness overlain by sterile slope
wash. This campsite contained Besant projectile points,
knives, flake knives, end and side scrapers and potsherds,
the first definite association of pottery with Besant
points.
A radiocarbon date on charcoal from layer 13 gave a
date of A.D. 340 + 70 years (S=200). This conforms closely
with other Besant dates at the Mortlach site and at the Old
Women's Buffalo Jump. The Besant sherds from the Walter
Felt site are the oldest potsherds so far known on the
northwestern plains and resemble pottery from Nebraska.
Kehoe attributes the Besant pottery to Middle Woodland
hunters who made visitations to the site, returning
seasonally to villages farther east.
Avonlea

Among the bison kills discussed by Kehoe and McCorquodale
(1961) is the Avonlea type site which appears to be a bison
drive. Here, in what proved to be a single-component
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occupation, bison were presumably driven over a sharp
declivity.
Gull

Lake

Another bison kill site reported from southern Saskatchewan
by Kehoe and McCorquodale is Gull Lake, located west of the
town of Swift Current. Here Kehoe (1965a: 14) reported a
cultural sequence covering nearly 2,000 years. Clearly
defined alternations of occupational and sterile layers were
radiocarbon dated. Earliest occupations at the Gull Lake
site dated from shortly after the time of Christ and
appeared to be no more than camps. Above the earliest
levels were a series of Avonlea occupations containing thick
accumulations of bison bone that gave first evidence of an
organized communal bison drive at the site.
Other bison kills in Saskatchewan mentioned by Kehoe
and McCorquodale (1961: 184) are the Cherry Lake and Verio
sites.
Manitoba
References to bison drives in Manitoba are rare in the
archaeological literature. MacNeish (1958: 65) reports that
at the Stott site near Brandon "there is evidence of
stampeding of the buffalo over an embankment."
Richards

Bison

Kill

Reported to be a bison kill is the Richards Kill site lying
near Killarney in southwestern Manitoba. According to Hlady
(1967), the site is in a depression which was once a shallow
slough or pothole.
Among artifacts recovered from the site were 23
projectile points belonging to the Besant phase and probable
bison teeth. The material used primarily in the manufacture
of the stone specimens resembles Knife River flint. The
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Besant points strongly resemble specimens found at Mortlach
and Long Creek. Hlady points out that possibly 10 per cent
of the site has been excavated, and that further excavation
might yield more information on the nature of the hunting
operation and the direction of attack. Besant campsites
nearby to the north and northeast of the site are probably
related to the kill.
Montana
Montana is reputed to be the centre for bison driving and
most of the bison kill sites reported in the literature have
been found there. All the bison drive sites so far located
in Montana are east of the continental divide, although
several are rumoured to be west of it.
Over 50 bison drive sites are shown on Kehoe's map of
the Blackfoot Indian Reservation in Montana (Kehoe 1967:
10). Of these, only the Boarding School site has been
published in detail.
Boarding

School

Drive

The Boarding School Drive site (Kehoe 1967) is one-half mile
east of the Cut Bank Indian Boarding School, Blackfoot
Reservation, Glacier County, Montana. Based on the
promising results of tests in 1952, full-scale excavations
were begun in 1958 and completed in the summer of 1959. At
this site the bison were driven over a steep slope along a
small tributary of Cut Bank Creek. The bank is 50 to 60
feet high and has a slope of about 45 degrees. No stone
alignments are present leading to the jump and it appears
that none were necessary, since a broad swale forced the
animals together as they approached the kill. Before they
reached the edge of the terrace the buffalo were forced up
over a low ridge; from there they continued their stampede
over the cutbank and tumbled into the coulee below.
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The bone deposits, restricted to an area about 200 feet
long and 20 feet wide, suggest that in addition to the thick
brush that forms a natural corral, a fence, probably of
logs, was used to confine the animals.
Deposits at the site occurred in two separate areas,
the hill slope and the flat. The stratigraphy on the flat
comprised nine layers (A through I) and the slope consisted
of 41 layers (layers 1 through 41). Excavations on the hill
slope in places reached a depth of 10 feet into a gravel
layer, layer 41. Scattered traces of human activity were
found in layer 40 in the form of a bison skull, phalange and
a cut bone. Other possible human occupation was indicated
in layer 33, but in layer 31 there appeared a Besant
projectile point, a possible hammerstone, and a few bison
bone fragments. Layer 25 contained a small side-notched
point and more bison bone, but none of these remains were
interpreted by Kehoe as the remains of a bison drive.
Plains side-notched points predominated in and above layers
19 and 21, radiocarbon dated at A.D. 1590 + 150 (M-1066).
Included were most of the projectile point styles found on
the northern plains with a good representation of most of
the projectile point types found in the upper layers of the
Old Women's Buffalo Jump. Both of the drives represented in
layers 19 and 21 netted a suggested total of about 250
bison. A small drive in level 7 is represented by about 30
bison. Another drive may be present in level 4.
Projectile points were by far the most numerous
artifacts collected from the site, and a total of 440 points
and point fragments were recovered. Other stone tools
consisted of side scrapers, knives, a core, choppers, pieces
of ground stone, flakes and a possible gun flint. Notably
absent were end scrapers.
Surprising numbers of bone tools were found in the
butchering area of the site; 138 finished bone tools were
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recovered consisting of awls, spatulae, knives, polishers,
rubbing tools, scrapers, flakers, a pendant and one possible
weaving tool. Also, many unworked bones appear to have been
briefly used as tools.
Extensive butchering and bone rendering took place at
the site. Patches of charcoal may have been small roasting
pits or hastily scooped basin hearths, while others were
merely dumped cooking refuse. Carefully prepared hearths or
baking pits were absent at the kill. Pottery was absent at
the site and the artifacts recovered indicated that it was a
kill and meat-processing station rather than a camp.
Ethridge

Buffalo

Jump

The important Ethridge site, a bison drive over an abrupt
cliff, lies eight miles east of the town of Cut Bank,
Montana. Kehoe (1967: 85) reports that the cliff faces
southwest and that a long talus slope extends into an
erosional cut. Here bison bones and arrow points have been
found. Immediately east of the bison drive on the slope of
the rim rock there is a slight knoll. Artifacts have been
found in the saddle of this knoll, indicating that it was
used as a camp. About 100 potsherds, presently known as
Ethridge ware, were collected from the site and sent to
Wedel for analysis (Wedel 1951). Projectile points from
this site are Late Plains side-notched types.
Miller

Ranch Jump

At the Miller Ranch rock lines extending from the northwest
mark the site (Kehoe 1967: 85). At the bottom of an abrupt
cliff was a bone deposit with artifacts that included over
50 sherds of Ethridge ware. Alice B. Kehoe (1959: 238)
classified the potsherds under her Pisamiks tradition as
Ethridge ware, which she believes is distributed from the
North Saskatchewan River south to the drainage of the Marias
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River. She concluded that Ethridge ware was utilitarian
pottery of the Blackfoot (1959: 240).
Ri.neh.avdt Bison

Drive

The Rinehardt Bison Drive site lies 10 miles directly south
of Lothair, Montana, and about one-half mile south of the
Marias River and lies in one of the depressions in the
tableland bordering the breaks of the Marias River. This
site has been sketchily reported by Kehoe and McCorquodale
(1961), Davis (1966) and Kehoe (1967) in discussions of the
distribution and occurrence of Avonlea points. Since
collectors have completely exhausted the deposits at
this site, concern was expressed by Davis (1966) with regard
to a radiocarbon date of A.D. 1005 (945 + 120 years B.P.;
GX-0147) on bone material there presumably associated with
Besant points. However, the accuracy of the date was
established, and Kehoe (1967: 86) suggests the possibility
that a variant of Besant existed later than A.D. 350.
Wahkpa Chu 'gn

One-half mile west of Havre, Montana, lies a large bison
drive known as Wahkpa Chu'gn, or the Too Close for Comfort
site. Portions of the site, situated among the bluffs
bordering the southern edge of the Milk River, were
excavated by the Milk River Archaeological Society between
1962 and 1965 (Davis and Stallcop 1966: 6 ) . The site was
divided into four areas, A, B, C, and D. Area A appeared to
be the main part of the kill as well as a butchering area.
Here three distinct occupation levels were defined, the two
uppermost consisting of dense bone middens resulting from
mass killing of substantial numbers of buffalo, presumably
by a jump. The occupation span of area A is estimated to be
from about A.D. 400 to A.D. 1000, the two principal
occupations centering at about A.D. 600. Some points are
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remarkably similar to the Avonlea type. In level three,
"post" holes arranged in an arc were interpreted as possibly
part of a wooden corral. Points from level one included a
few that correlated with points from the Old Women's Buffalo
Jump. Among these were Nanton points, Irvine-like points,
High River points and Paskapoo points.
Area B, a single component, yielded about 195
projectile points classified as the Besant type.
In area C, three thin occupations were defined.
Heavily butchered bison bone was present in all levels, as
were great quantities of fire fractured rock, ash, charcoal
and artifacts. However, points found in various levels were
closely similar in type and therefore this area was regarded
as a single component butchering station situated at some
distance from its associated kill. Artifacts included small
triangular side-notched points, end scrapers, side scrapers,
several distinctive varieties of cutting blades, a fragment
of a stone smoking pipe, an elliptically shaped bone
pendant, bone awls or needles, a globular sandstone gaming
piece, an ammonite "buffalo medicine stone," beads fashioned
from canid phalanges, and assorted scraping and cutting
implements. The estimated age of these occupations is A.D.
1200 to A.D. 1600.
In area D, excavations to a depth of 7.5 feet revealed
five habitation levels. It appears that area D was a
butchering and camping station not associated with a kill
location. Projectile points were basically small,
triangular and side-notched. Although the stratigraphy
indicates a temporal sequence, the point clusters by level
do not reflect significant technological change over time.
Levels 1 through 4 were assigned the mean age of about A.D.
1400. Level 1 contained pottery and it was estimated that
area D was last inhabited by plains hunters using pottery
around A.D. 1700 to A.D. 1800.
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Dago Hill

Kill

Shumate reported the Dago Hill kill near Fort Benton and a
small pound two miles west of Fort Shaw (Davis and Stallcop
1966: 30). These sites, both of which Shumate identified as
pounds, yielded only Besant points.
Timber

Ridge

A classic Avonlea site called Timber Ridge is a single
component bison pound located in north central Montana
between the Bearspaw and Little Rocky Mountain ranges on the
bluffs forming the south wall of the Little Suction Creek
valley (Davis 1966). The entire area is lacerated by washes
ranging from wide shallow valleys to narrow gullies several
hundreds of feet deep.
Although digging by collectors had nearly destroyed the
entire midden area, a small trench was excavated by the Milk
River Archaeological Society in an undisturbed section.
Below one foot of overburden a 16-inch layer of scattered
bone, charcoal, humus and a few projectile points was
revealed. The midden area is about 150 feet in diameter
with cultural deposits about 2.5 feet thick in the centre
and thinning to about two inches on the peripheries. A
butchering area adjacent to the kill was indicated by simple
hearths and great quantities of burned and shattered bison
bone.
Davis suggests that bison were probably driven up the
slope and forced to detour from a natural pass southward
over the ridge. An old bison trail which would have
directed moving herds toward this site is still visible. No
drive lanes were present, but tons of boulders deposited in
nearby stock reservoirs as riprap could account for their
absence. In addition to Avonlea projectile points, other
implements found at Timber Ridge include blades, bifaces and
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scrapers. Two obsidian Avonlea points from Timber Ridge
submitted for obsidian hydration analysis produced ages of
1180 + 120 years B.P. and 1830 + 130 years B.P. The
difference between these ages was tentatively attributed to
differing densities of their obsidians. The mean age of
1510 + 130 years B.P. is very close to the age determined
for the type stratum at Avonlea dated by radiocarbon at 1500
+ 100 years B.P.
Three

Buttes

Other bison kills reported by Davis (1966) include the Three
Buttes site, a multi-component bison kill situated in
People's Coulee, a tributary of the Milk River which lies to
the north. The area is a timberless rolling prairie
providing superior grazing. Stone drive lines about 50 feet
apart lead to a short drop of about 30 feet. The midden
area, which runs for about 100 feet parallel with the coulee
floor beneath the drop, has nearly been destroyed by
collectors. Testing produced small side-notched points of a
non-Avonlea variety, but local collections from this site
contained a high proportion of Avonlea points.
Two distinctive stone knives of siliceous siltstone
were excavated from the site. Both edges and both faces of
these rather flat, lenticular blades were modified. An
obsidian point of unknown provenience within the site
yielded an age of 1800 + 300 years B.P. by hydration dating.
Crawford

The Crawford site is a bison kill located west of Choteau,
Montana, and a short distance south of the Teton River
(Davis 1966). This site is believed to have been a pound
because the bone deposit is confined within an area about 50
feet in diameter below a short, fairly steep drop. The
Crawford deposits were unstratified and varied from a
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maximum depth of 1.5 feet in the centre to thinly scattered
bone at the outer limits. The midden gradually thinned out
down-slope into a camp associated with the kill. All points
found in this camp area are either Avonlea, or the several
types of poorly made side-notched arrow points which were
directly associated with the Avonlea points in the bone bed
of the kill itself. The projectile points are what Kehoe
called degenerate Avonlea and Forbis calls Irvine, Nanton
and Paskapoo points. Irvine occurs in the least numbers and
Nanton is most abundant.
The tool assemblage also included oblong handstones and
sandstone milling slabs. Two other points are similar to
Besant. Stone knives were identical in form and size to
Timber Ridge blades. Two obsidian specimens, presumably
Avonlea points, both yielded ages of 1700 + 300 years B.P.
by hydration dating.
Big

Badger

Southeast of Browning, Montana, is a bison kill named Big
Badger. Stone drive lines run from the southeast and the
southwest to converge northward on the bluff above the kill.
The ends of the lanes terminate about 400 feet from the
bluff. The escarpment is now merely a very steep slope
dropping 100 yards to the creek bottom. According to Davis
(1966: 104), the deposit was severely damaged by commercial
operations many years ago and collectors have since ruined
the remainder of the site.
Projectile points from the site are nearly identical in
appearance with Avonlea points from Timber Ridge and the
Crawford site. No other implements have been reported from
Big Badger. That camping had occurred is shown by
fire-burned stones, stone chippings and scattered charcoal.
The tip of an obsidian Avonlea point was found which
produced an age of 1500 + 250 years B.P. by hydration
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dating.
Saco

Kill

Farther east along the north bank of the Milk River in the
vicinity of Saco, a bison kill is reported in which the
cultural deposits have been disturbed and mixed
(Davis 1966: 105) but are known to contain Avonlea points as
a minority element. A distinctive blade very similar in
form, material and manufacture to knives from the Three
Buttes was also found at the site.
Ulm Bison

Kill

According to Davis (1966: 105), Shumate also reported a
completely destroyed bison kill near Ulm that once yielded
Avonlea points exclusively. He further mentions finding
scattered Avonlea points in widely separated blowouts south
of the Missouri River opposite Cascade, Montana.
Keaster

Site

A stratified bison kill known as the Keaster site was
excavated by members of the Milk River Archaeological
Society between 1962 and 1964 (Davis and Stallcop 1965).
This remote site lies on the north rim of the Missouri River
breaks about 12 miles south of Hays, just south of the Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation in north central Montana. This
portion of Montana may be described as semi-arid, with
sagebrush and bunch grass growing on the benches. The
ridges and coulees of the area are lightly timbered,
primarily with scrub pine but with some fir, spruce, juniper
and cedar present. Large fauna now consist of white tailed
deer, black tailed deer and antelope, although in 1805,
Lewis and Clark observed many elk, bighorn sheep and grizzly
bear in this area.
Four successive occupations were exposed along the face
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of the site. Level one, the uppermost level, produced bison
bones, a small shallow unlined hearth, small, crudely flaked
corner-notched points and a modified blade or flake scraper
of gray siliceous siltstone. Level two contained only
scattered bison bone interspersed with scattered flecks of
charcoal. Level three produced bison, pronghorn antelope
and a large dog or a wolf-like dog. Level four contained
bison bones and a few projectile points.
The age of 1945 + 250 years B.P. (W-1366) obtained for
Keaster level three is intermediate between the ages
ascribed to Pelican Lake and Besant in Saskatchewan. Most
of the projectile points from Keaster would fall into the
Pelican Lake type but several from level one resemble Besant
points.
It appears that hunters occupying this site at all
times butchered their kills at the site and prepared some
portions such as bone marrow. Temporary occupancy of the
kill is suggested by the low frequency of butchering and
fleshing implements found there.
Davis and Stallcop (1965: 17) suggest that the Keaster
site was revisited periodically by groups that traditionally
employed this site to economic advantage. This is indicated
in part by the fact that Keaster points in all occupations
are relatively unique in comparison to other standard
corner-notched points that have been found in north central
Montana at undisturbed bison kill locations. Another site
known to have yielded points that closely resemble Keaster
is the Bauer site, a bison kill east of Zortman, about 20
miles east of the Keaster site.
Taft

Bill

Buffalo

Jump

Reported by Shumate (1967b), the Taft Hill buffalo jump,
located 10 miles west of Great Falls, was essentially
destroyed in 1947 when the bone deposit was removed for
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fertilizer. The bone deposit lay 30 feet below a cliff
along the south rim of a plateau between the Missouri and
the Sun rivers, which at this point are eight miles apart.
The jump lies about 300 feet above the lower plain at an
elevation of about 3,700 feet. The plateau, close to the
east slope of the Rockies, is favoured by warm Chinook winds
from the southwest in winter, abundant grass and plenty of
water.
Excavations for fertilizer, to a depth of 12 feet,
yielded about 150 tons of bone and carcase meal. Shumate
continued excavations into the remaining layers of bone to
an additional depth of four feet but discontinued them
because the soil became wet, although bone was still being
encountered at this depth. The thinning out of bone in the
lower levels was interpreted by Shumate (1967b: 12-3) as
meaning that the jump was used infrequently at first, and
then with increasing frequency throughout the time indicated
by the thickness of the upper bone deposit.
The jump, which faces south, does not extend over 100
feet in width, and a short distance on either side of the
jump are several small bone deposits beneath the cliff.
These represent individual drives which, either by design or
circumstance, were used as alternates to the main jump.
Other jump sites were located along the same cliff. One of
them, about one-third of a mile to the west, also faces
south and the point types are similar to those found in the
main jump. Another medium-sized jump lies one mile north on
the opposite side of the plateau. It faces north and the
bone deposit is located in a deep narrow basin at the foot
of a low cliff. The point types here are similar to those
found in the main Taft Hill jump.
Drive lines or the small stone piles that lead to the
edge of the cliff may have been present, but many of these
stone piles have been displaced by ranchers. The presence
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of drive lines at the Taft Hill jump is suggested by the
pattern of approach which was from the west and required a
sharp right-angled turn to the south before the animals were
stampeded over the cliff.
Projectile point types from the site were the same as
those found in the upper layers of the Old Women's Buffalo
Jump. A majority of the 183 points found were Paskapoo and
Nanton points. Other artifacts recovered from the jump were
fragments of stone pipes made from steatite and catlinite, a
material that appeared identical to the pipestone which is
found in Minnesota. Shumate believes that these fragments
were from pipes deliberately broken at the termination of a
special ceremony that was held to induce a successful drive.
A few pottery fragments were found in the campsite.
Most were not decorated; however, decorated sherds included
a pinched rim type of pottery similar to that found at the
Ross site on the Oldman River in southern Alberta (Forbis
1960: 161, PI. 7, Figs. 2, 3). Most of the pottery
resembles ceramics from southern Alberta and Ethridge ware
from the Upper Marias River drainage in north central
Montana.
Shumate tentatively placed the initial use of the main
Taft Hill jump as commencing about A.D. 900 and lasting into
protohistoric times, or about A.D. 1600.
Carter Ferry Buffalo

Kill

According to Shumate (1950) there are at least 25 buffalo
kills in the vicinity of Great Falls. Among them is the
Carter Ferry Buffalo Kill (Shumate 1967a: 1), located near
the top of a high bluff several hundred feet above the
Missouri River. It is probably a pound. The cliff faces
south and is centred on a short, steep slope. Bone deposits
diminish in thickness toward the bottom of the slope. This
is a single component site, possibly the result of a single
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drive. Apparently the animals were led down a natural path
across the face of the bluff into the small basin where the
pound was located. Maximum thickness of the bone bed is
about 15 inches. This pound is of small size and probably
did not contain more than several dozen animals.
Of the six points, all Pelican Lake, five were made
from obsidian. One specimen submitted for hydration
analysis gave a date of about 2400 years B.P.
Conlin Bison

Kill

Numerous bison kills have been found in the Missouri River
headwaters area and in the adjacent upper Yellowstone valley
of southern Montana. Arthur (1966) reports 10 bison kills
in the upper Yellowstone valley and 13 more in adjoining
areas. Of the 10 kill sites, 8 are buffalo jumps.
The Conlin Kill on Emigrant Creek lies at the base of a
sloping cutbank. Although no evidence of a corral now
exists at the base of the kill, one probably existed since
the cutbank is only about 10 feet high and slopes at a
45-degree angle. Confinement of the deposits also suggests
this possibility.
Only one line of rock piles leading to the bank is
discernible. Following the natural advantage of a long
swale, individual rock piles consist of 5 to 10 stones
spaced at intervals of about 30 feet on the edge of the
swale. Buffalo were driven north from a grazing area on the
foothills of Emigrant Peak.
Projectile points, reportedly from the site, were very
similar to those from the Small Emigrant Kill, and included
triangular points of both corner- and side-notched
varieties. Side-notched types predominated.
Small Emigrant

Kill

Approximately three m i l e s away on the west side of the
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Yellowstone River and opposite the Conlin Kill are two bison
drives lying two miles south of Emigrant, Montana, known as
the Emigrant Bison Drives (Arthur 1962; 1966). The smaller
of these two drives, known as the Small Emigrant Kill, is
near Fridley Creek at the base of a basalt terrace, less
than one-quarter mile from the Large Emigrant Bison Drive.
At the base of a cliff less than 10 feet high was a small
empounding corral. Closely spaced rock piles, approximately
six feet wide and about one foot high at the present time,
formed the borders of the compound which was 120 feet wide
and extended 150 feet out from the base of the low cliff.
The stone piles may have supported posts. Other piles of
stone which apparently formed the drive lines indicate that
the buffalo approached the compound from the northwest. By
driving animals from this direction, the Indians were able
to use certain natural barriers.
The few remaining deposits in the compound were
unstratified. Bone concentrations appeared heaviest in the
centre of the compound and continued eastward outside
the compound for about 50 feet. The presence of
fire-blackened and heat-fractured rocks mixed with charcoal
and bones suggested that cooking was done in the immediate
vicinity of the compound.
From this site, 275 complete and broken artifacts were
recovered. Of these, 100 were projectile points and 169
were pieces of what were presumed to be projectile points.
Among the larger specimens were points believed to be of the
Pelican Lake and Besant types, but the majority of
projectile points fell into the Nanton type described by
Forbis at the Old Women's Buffalo Jump.
Emigrant

Buffalo

Jump

A more imposing bison drive, the Emigrant Buffalo Jump, lies
several hundred yards east of the small drive on the border
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of the same lava flow. Rock piles about two feet high and
spaced about six feet apart, spread out in a large V across
the flat and converge at the 15-foot cliff. Somewhat novel
was the use of natural rock outcrops to divide the drive
lane into several lanes channeling buffalo to the cliff.
Bone deposits at the base of the jump covered an area of
approximately 150 by 200 feet. According to Barnum Brown
(1932: 80), the few undisturbed portions of the site that he
excavated contained bones to a depth of 14 inches. Mr.
Charles A. Kinsey of Belgrade, Montana, who dug the site
during the 1930s (before Brown), found accumulations of bone
deposits to a depth of 30 inches with buffalo hair at the
bottom. Deposits consisted of artifacts, grass roots,
decomposing horn cores, pieces of unburned buffalo hide
(often with hair on them) and burned and rotted bones.
Butchering was probably done at a campsite located
approximately 75 yards east of the jump along Fridley Creek.
Projectile points from the large drive consisted almost
entirely of side-notched types reported in use by the late
plains buffalo hunters. Of a sample of 66 points from the
site, 45 were made from obsidian and consisted of Nanton,
Paskapoo, Pekisko, and Washita points. Brown (1932: 82)
estimated the age of the jump at "probably not more than 300
years." He based his conclusion on the fact that the bison
were of a living species, and that several implements were
found on the campsite by other people, "among them a
steatite bowl of a kind used by the Shoshone Indians, but
not by the Blackfoot tribe who recently inhabited this
region" (Brown 1932: 81). No evidence of white contact was
found.
Long Ridge Jump

According to Medicine Crow (1962: 47), a favorite buffalo
jump and one of the earliest used by the Crow in the upper
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Yellowstone is near Livingston, Montana.
It faced east toward the Yellowstone River.
The runners got on top of the mountain and
brought down elk, deer and even rabbits, along
with the buffalo. The drives down a mountain
side brought in all types of animals that might
get in the way, but on the prairie just the
buffalo herd was brought in. This jump was a
popular one and was probably one of the first
the Crows used as they came up the Yellowstone
River. It was where this river comes out of
the mountains. By the time the Crows got here,
about 1600 A.D., they started using some of the
early jumps.
From Medicine Crow's description of the terrain, Arthur
(1966) believes the site referred to is on the outskirts of
Livingston and is known locally as the Livingston Jump.
Madison Buffalo

Jump

The spectacular Madison Buffalo Jump, sometimes called the
Logan Buffalo Jump, lies close to the headwaters of the
Missouri River near Three Forks, Montana (Malouf and Conner
1962). Facing directly west, it is situated on the edge of
a bluff along the east side of the Madison River
bottomlands. A well-defined buffalo trail passed between
the grazing area behind the bluff to the east, and the river
bottom to the west. Buffalo caught on top of the bluff were
stampeded west and over a 30-foot vertical drop to a steep
slope extending downward for 150 feet or more. Malouf
(1962: 13) tested the site in two locations and found that
bone deposits were in three well-defined layers, each
divided by an intervening sterile layer.
A campsite is located nearly 500 feet from the base of
the cliff along the edge of an intermittent stream bed.
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Here, within and between numerous t i p i r i g s , were found
p r o j e c t i l e p o i n t s , domestic t o o l s , potsherds and fragmented
bones. P r o j e c t i l e points from the jump and the campsite
i n d i c a t e t h a t the use of t h i s buffalo jump may have begun
during the Middle P r e h i s t o r i c period or Meso-Indian period.
Despite claims t h a t the jump may have been used over a
period of some 4,000 y e a r s , the p r o j e c t i l e points are of
types l e s s than 2,500 years of age. Although most of the
specimens are rather crudely flaked, several are reminiscent
of Besant points and most are crude forms of l a t e p l a i n s
side-notched p o i n t s .
Keogh Buffalo Jump

In the vicinity of Billings, Montana, and southeastward
toward the Wyoming basin are a number of bison traps and
buffalo jumps. Southeast of Billings along the Stillwater
River is the Keogh Buffalo Jump. According to Conner (1962:
8), the drive lines that lead to the jump are not the
familiar V-shaped rock lines, but are rather parallel rock
lines which wind around and down a hill. In some sections
there are double lines of rock on one side of the drive
lane. Instead of the usual flat approach, the Keogh Jump
has a rolling approach to the cliff.
The cliff is approximately 60 feet in height. The
buffalo landed on a rather steep talus slope and no doubt
slid down the incline for a distance of about 100 feet. The
maximum thickness of the bone deposit at the bottom of the
slope is five feet and no clear evidence of stratification
exists. The bones are overlaid by soil three to four
inches deep.
Projectile points recovered were described by Conner as
small stone points of the late plains side-notched variety,
a majority having basal notches as well. The basal edges
are slightly flaring. The bases on some were straight; on
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others they were concave. A most unusual projectile point
of bone was recovered at a depth of three inches in the
grass roots at the top of the bone mass. This point
measures approximately 1.3 inches long by approximately 0.5
inch wide. In outline the point is roughly diamond-shaped.
The Keogh Buffalo Jump may have been used by Crow
Indians in historic times and possibly in late prehistoric
times. It is the only jump yet reported along the
Stillwater River, which Crow Indians refer to as the
Buffalo-Jumps-Over-the-Bank River.
Billings

Bison

Trap

Mulloy (1952: 127) reported a site in the suburbs of
Billings, Montana, where bison were driven over a lov/ cliff
to fall on a rock talus. Along the front of the cliff was a
deposit several feet thick containing bison bones and
divided by an old soil surface line into upper and lower
strata, which suggested that some time elapsed between the
deposition of the upper and lower layers.
Projectile points from the lower level were described
as like those from Pictograph Cave II (Mulloy 1958: 33),
closely resembling Pelican Lake points. Points from the
upper level were described as like those from Pictograph
Cave III. Several resembled Besant points but most of them
were late plains side-notched points.
Grapevine

Creek Buffalo

Jumps

On the Crow Reservation in Big Horn County, Montana, are
several buffalo jumps known as the Grapevine Creek Buffalo
Jumps. These were first reported by Medicine Crow (1962)
and subsequently by Conner (1962). No excavations were
conducted at any of these sites. Medicine Crow (1962: 37-8)
describes three of these sites.
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One site is located at the mouth of Grapevine
Creek. There is just one rock-line wing at
this site. On the opposite side there is a
deep box canyon that kept the buffalo in line.
The second one is about a quarter of a mile
from the mouth of Grapevine Creek. It has only
one rock pile wing, too, but it is about a mile
long. On the opposite side is a deep box
canyon.
About a mile further up
is another buffalo jump with
canyon. They used one short
and a natural barrier, and a
rock piles.

Grapevine Creek
a smaller box
row of rock piles
longer row of

Right across from the middle jump is the
third one. It has two approaches and two jump
cliffs....The two cliffs are separated by a
hill. A rock line leads out from the hill
toward the approaching buffalo. As the
buffalo approached the rock line, presumably
hazers behind rock piles tried to keep the
buffalo headed toward the cliff between the
hill and a natural barrier on the other side
of the drive lane. If the buffalo veered a
little to the left, so they went on the other
side of the row of rock piles, they headed
obliquely toward another row of rock piles
behind which is another natural barrier. They
were then in a funnel between the first rock
line and hill on one side and the second rock
line on the other side. The funnel ended at
the second cliff.
A second approach, from a different
grazing area, led in a straight line toward
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the funnel and second cliff. The hunters
could use alternate cliffs from the first
grazing area and the second cliff from the
second grazing area.
This latter complex of drive lanes and
jump cliffs is known to the Crow Tribe as
"Place Where Men Pack Meat," or "Where They
Get Their Meat." The old timers say they have
heard this site was used by the Crow Tribe
time and time again, even up to historic
times.
Kobold Buffalo Jump
Another buffalo jump located in the southeast portion of Big
Horn County, Montana, has not yet been excavated by
professional archaeologists. It allegedly has lines of rock
piles on the prairie leading to the cliff. There is a bone
deposit below the cliff said to be clearly stratified in
thin layers separated by sterile layers. In the upper layer
are triangular, side-notched points; however, outlines of
the points from the bottom layer resemble Oxbow, Hanna and
other earlier types.
Deep Creek Buffalo Jump
In central Montana near White Sulphur Springs is a buffalo
jump reported by Hoffman (1962: 196-201). A small test pit
dug to a depth of three feet revealed that a single
component extends from ground surface to a depth of 12
inches. Recovered were buffalo bones, bits of buffalo hair,
charcoal and a few projectile points. The projectile points
from this site are late plains side-notched types. The site
is considered to have been used in very late prehistoric
times. A tubular stone pipe of a grayish white colour, in
the MacHaffie collection is believed to have been found at
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this site along with other pipe fragments.
A second site was located approximately 300 yards
downstream on a sagebrush-covered hillside above a spring
running into the creek. Because of the location of this
site close to the buffalo kill, it is considered to be a
campground associated with the buffalo kill and occupied
contemporaneously.
Powers-Yonkee

Bison

Trap

The Powers-Yonkee Bison Trap in Powder River County,
Montana, was excavated by the Sheridan Chapter of the
Wyoming Archaeological Society (Bentzen 1962a). This site
lies on a high terrace in a network of arroyos. Bison were
driven from a broad valley into a large north-south arroyo;
then, with the aid of a barricade, shunted into a smaller
east-west arroyo, which at that time probably had more or
less vertical walls, where the bison were helplessly trapped
and easily slain.
Three different excavations at the site revealed a
cultural layer containing many bison bones covered with a
sterile overburden of hard gumbo. At one location, two
separate cultural levels saturated with bones gradually
merged into a single cultural level. A large bison skull
found in the deposits was examined at the University of
Nebraska and described as an intermediate form between
Bison bison and Bison antiquus.
Artifacts in the two levels were identical in type, and
it appeared that the intervening layer of sterile rock and
gravel was probably laid down over a short period of time,
possibly in a single season by a cloudburst. Of 50
identifiable points recovered, style was very uniform. Dr.
William Mulloy has described these as being within the range
of variation of the McKean point.
Charcoal found in association with the skull and the
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artifacts gave a radiocarbon date of 4450 + 125 years B.P.
(1-410; 2500 B.C.).
Wyoming
Viney

Creek

Among the important bison kill sites reported in Wyoming is
one on Piney Creek north of Buffalo (Frison 1967). This
site, lying in the foothills along the east slope of the Big
Horn Mountains, consists of a buffalo jump, a kill area and
a butchering or processing area close to the kill. The
nature of the site suggests also that some of the buffalo
may have died or were finally killed in the processing area.
Apparently the bison were driven over a 45-degree slope
which has a vertical length of 40 feet. Direction of the
drive was to the north and a few stone piles remain to
suggest drive lines.
The width of the bone concentration along the base of
the slope in the kill area is about 55 feet, with the
heaviest concentration extending out about 20 feet from the
immediate base of the slope. From this area, 146
classifiable projectile points were recovered.
Excavations in the butchering and processing area close
to the kill revealed 14 stone circles ranging from 2.5 feet
to 3.2 feet in external diameter, probably areas where
broken bones were processed for their marrow by stone
boiling. There were also stone boiling pits that were
probably lined with a hide or paunch.
Artifacts from the butchering area included projectile
points of which half were basally notched. A total of 1,677
potsherds recovered from the butchering area represent at
least eight vessels. The pottery is believed by Frison to
be in the Mandan-Hidatsa tradition, and may have
affiliations with the Hagen site ceramics.
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Steamboat

Mountain Buffalo

Jump

A buffalo jump site is reported near Steamboat Mountain in
Sweetwater County (Hurt 1963). The jump was a nearly
vertical cliff from 10 feet to 75 feet high. Bison grazing
in the surrounding grasslands were apparently driven up a
gully to the top of a plateau where they were then headed
eastward to the jump. No stone piles forming rock lines are
mentioned associated with the site; however, a weak spot in
the drive line was marked by a rock wall about 112 feet
long, 3 feet high and 6 feet wide. This buffalo jump has
not been excavated and the only evidence to suggest that it
was a jump is that projectile points and bone fragments have
been recovered from the base of the cliff. None of this
material, however, appears to have been examined by
professional archaeologists.
Painted

Rock Buffalo

Jump

According to Medicine Crow (1962: 47-8), a jump exists near
Cody, Wyoming, at a place called Painted Rock that the Crow
and Shoshone call the Painted Rock Buffalo Jump. Crow
legends indicate that the Shoshone watched the Crow operate
the buffalo jump there, and after the Crow left, used it
themselves. Similarly, the Cheyenne, when they first came
to this area in the 1700s, watched the Crow operate a jump
on the Tongue River.
Lance Creek Buffalo

Jump

The Lance Creek Buffalo Jump (Hurt 1963), in Niobrara County
is the earliest buffalo jump known in Wyoming. There are no
stone alignments leading to the edge of an old plateau.
Apparently the site consists of bison bone deposits exposed
in the sides of gullies at the base of several small buttes
which are erosional remnants of the old plateau. George
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Agogino and Vance Haynes tested the bone deposits in 1961.
No artifacts were reported, but a radiocarbon date of
roughly 2,500 years B.P. was obtained. The bison from this
site have been tentatively identified by Don Witter as B.
bison athabascae rather than B. bison bison, which may prove
to be most significant.
Powder River Bison

Kill

Frison (1968) reports an Early Middle Period bison kill in
the Powder River Basin in Wyoming that utilized the natural
badland topography of the basin. The site appeared in the
profile of an arroyo bank and was covered by 11 feet of
sterile clay.
Exposure of the bone bed revealed parts of at least 12
semi-articulated bison skeletons. According to Dr. Paul
McGrew, vertebrate paleontologist at the University of
Wyoming, they are probably B^ bison bison. The condition
and distribution of the bones left little evidence of any
patterned butchering process.
The projectile points found at this site closely
resemble those from the Powers-Yonkee site in Powder River
County, Montana. Although no radiocarbon dates were
available, Dr. Mann, the geologist who examined the site,
suggested an age of 3,500 to 4,000 years.
Frison (1968: 35) suggests that the site is part of a
complex presently known in the Powder River Basin area of
northern Wyoming and southeastern Montana. He states that
since there is no evidence of occupation during the
Altithermal, the site may represent the first people to move
back into the area after the Paleo-Indian hunters left it.
Mavrakis-Bentzen-Roberts

Bison Trap

The Mavrakis-Bentzen-Roberts Bison Trap, located on a
tributary of Buffalo Creek in Sheridan County, is of
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Meso-Indian age. The site was excavated by the Sheridan
Chapter of the Wyoming Archaeological Society in May and
June of 1962. Bentzen (1962b: 27) maintains that the site
is very similar to the Powers-Yonkee Bison Trap in both
terrain and geological conditions. Buffalo Creek, running
west to east, provided a grazing and gathering basin for the
bison. The side drainage from the south has a spring about
one mile up the canyon. Just a few steps south of the
spring is the mouth of a precipitous-walled and blind canyon
which extends eastward for 150 yards. The bison are
believed to have been driven into the blind canyon, which
was barricaded, and then slain.
Excavation revealed an exceptionally heavy deposit of
bison bones thought to be of modern species.
Projectile points were nearly identical in size, shape
and material with those recovered from the Powers-Yonkee
Bison Trap. Other artifacts included a smooth, flat, round
polished stone of granitic material and unknown usage; a
fragment of a crude blade or chopper, a broken snub-nosed
end scraper, and three side-scrapers with finely
pressure-flaked edges. Charcoal from the site gave a
radiocarbon date of 2600 + 200 years B.P. (1-644).
South Dakota
In a discussion on buffalo jumps (Malouf and Conner 1962:
40), Dee Taylor recalled that while working in the badlands
in South Dakota in the late 1950s, he had encountered masses
of accumulated buffalo bones at the bases of cliffs,
indicating that the steep walls and bluffs within the
badlands may have been used as buffalo jumps in prehistoric
times. Despite the fact that both South and North Dakota
should be prime locations for bison kill sites, the only
information to date on this kind of site in South Dakota is
that of Hurt (1963).
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Ree Heights

Bison

Trap

Bone deposits in the Ree Heights bison trap have been
vandalized. Major features include a gully in which the
bison were trapped, an area where they were killed, a
butchering area and a campsite (Hurt 1963). Since deep,
narrow gullies form ideal traps for bison drives, it was
easy for the hunters to drive the bison up the valleys, and
for others to kill the bison as they attempted to escape up
the sides of the steep tributary gullies.
Bone middens were exposed at several places.
Excavation exposed charcoal and bison bones to a depth of 11
feet. In one area, many whole bison were found as well as
large, articulated limb bones and vertebrae. No description
of the artifacts was given.
North Dakota
Old Assiniboin

Buffalo

Drive

A bison drive is reported by Gilmore (1924: 204-11) on a
high plain on the north side of the Missouri River about 15
miles east of Elbowoods, North Dakota. The plain is broken
by a gorge with a creek running through it, and the drive
faces north on the scarp of the gorge. Along the 8 foot to
15 foot scarp, boulder cairns spaced at uniform intervals of
five paces form the two drive lines.
At the farther end of the right or southeast drive line
are a number of tipi rings or tent circles of stone. This
camp is at the head of another coulee a half-mile above the
slaughtering place, thus assuring the Indians of good water.
The camp was hidden by the surrounding topography from view
of herds approaching the drive from the prairie to the
south.
West of the campsite and southeast of the gap is a
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large circle of boulders resembling a tipi ring but 10 paces
in diameter. Within it is a boulder. The circle may have
outlined a large tipi for holding ceremonies in preparation
for the drive, the boulder serving as an altar.
The left drive line extends to the southwest for over
half a mile and consists of two-foot high stone cairns set
five paces apart. A man, stationed behind each cairn, lying
face down under a buffalo robe, by raising his arms and
moving the edge of his robe, would have caused the buffalo
to move toward a gap between the drive lines. Through the
gap at the apex of the guide lines, about 200 feet apart at
the point, buffalo were driven down a steep, uneven slope,
trampling and crippling one another. Many that reached the
stream bed became hopelessly mired there. Hunters killed
the crippled and mired animals.
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II.

Paleo-Indian Bison Kill Sites

Northern Plains
The northern plains contain few Paleo-Indian bison kill
sites. Archaeologists in the prairie provinces of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba generally postulate Paleo-Indian
occupation of the area on surface finds of early point
types. The single exception is found in Alberta at the
Fletcher site (Forbis 1968a: 1-10).
Evidence of early bison-hunting cultures in Alberta are
well-known from surface collections reported by Wormington
(1957) and Wormington and Forbis (1965). In Saskatchewan, a
number of Paleo-Indian points have been reported by Kehoe
(1966b: 530-9), and an important Agate Basin site was
reported earlier by Nero (1959: 32-40). In Manitoba,
Paleo-Indian studies are in their infancy (Mayer-Oakes 1967:
339-78). In southwestern Manitoba, early bison-hunting
cultures are represented by Piano artifacts (Pettipas 1969).
During a survey of sites and artifact collections in
southern Alberta, Wormington and Forbis (1965) found
concentrations of Piano artifacts in the general vicinity of
Cereal, notably near Little Gem and Antelope Lake. They
examined the well-documented collection of Russell A.
Johnston, who collected from five localities around Cereal.
Johnston was first to recognize that Eden and Scottsbluff
points and stemmed knives with oblique blades belonged to a
single complex which he called "Little Gem" and which is
known now as the Cody Complex. Other conplexes represented
at this site are Agate Basin, Hell Gap, Meserve and
Plainview, and there is also one Clovis point. Points
presumed by Johnston to be part of the Cody Complex are also
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found with Scottsbluff points at the Fletcher site in
southeastern Alberta (Forbis 1968a). Individual specimens
of both Scottsbluff and Alberta points were found in the
Grande Prairie area, and one fragmentary Eden point was
found near Peace River. Distinctive knives with oblique
cutting edges called Cody knives are one of the diagnostics
of the Cody Complex. Other Cody artifacts, including ovoid
to pyriform biface knives, drills, spokeshaves, gravers,
large, thin bifaces, and snub-nosed end scrapers, have also
been found in Alberta.
Concentrations of Paleo-Indian artifacts are found in
habitation sites rather than kills, and Paleo-Indian bison
hunters appear to represent the first intensive occupation
of Alberta. Elsewhere in the northern plains the diagnostic
lithics of these people are often associated with extinct
Bison occidental is.
Prior to the Piano, or more than 10,000 years ago,
occupation of the northern plains was apparently less
intensive. Fragments of Folsom points have been found at a
few localities including Cereal and Red Deer, and a fluted
triangular point was found near Edmonton (Wormington and
Forbis 1965: 184). A number of Folsom points have been
reported from the southern portion of Saskatchewan (Kehoe
1966b). The makers of Folsom points appear to be the first
peoples on the Great Plains to specialize in hunting bison.
Most of the Folsom sites date between 11,000 and 10,000
years ago. Prior to that time, the Clovis hunters,
specializing in hunting mammoths, ranged north from Mexico
along the east slope of the Rockies into the prairie
provinces of Canada, and very likely north into Alaska.
Wormington and Forbis (1965) report a Clovis point and
Clovis base to have been found in the southern part of
Alberta, the former in Lethbridge, the latter near Cereal.
Clovis and Folsom hunters apparently favoured the
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southern areas of the plains in Colorado, Texas, New Mexico
and Arizona. The Cody Complex, however, is seldom found in
the southern plains but appears well distributed over the
northern and northwestern plains.
Alberta
The oldest artifact from Alberta may prove to be a cobble
chopper found at the Bayrock site in the Taber area
(Wormington and Forbis 1965). It lay inside the skull of an
extinct species of bison. Wood from the same formation,
though stratigraphically below the bones, produced a
radiocarbon date of 11,000 years B.P. (900 B.C. + 250;
S-68). Since the formation appears to have been laid down
over a short period of time, the artifact is probably not
much younger than the dated wood.
At the Stalker site, also in the Taber area, skeletal
remains of a human infant were found in sands overlaid by
glacial till. Its provenience would suggest considerable
antiquity, but no firm date has been proposed. Because of
the immaturity of the individual, the bones have little
anthropological value.
Fletcher

The Fletcher site (Forbis 1968a), a deliberate bison kill,
is about 50 miles east of Lethbridge, Alberta. The land in
this locality is gently rolling prairie with low relief, but
the prominent Sweetgrass Hills are clearly visible more than
40 miles to the south in Montana. The Oldman River runs
about 20 miles north of the site, while the Milk River,
somewhat more distant than the Oldman, flows around the
northern edge of the Sweetgrass Hills.
Basal water-laid sands underlie the bone bed at
Fletcher. Windblown sands overlie the bone bed and are
believed to have been deposited during the Altithermal,
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which may have begun more than 7,000 years ago. Above these
sands is another humus-stained, windblown sand level which
appears to bear artifacts. There is, however, no clearly
defined occupation layer and no concentration of artifacts
within the layer.
Despite their fragmentary nature, all bones in the
cultural deposit were believed to be those of bison, also
indicating that the Fletcher site was a prairie grassland
then, as at present. Determination of species was not
possible, but the few complete bones recovered were not
especially large and might not fall below the range
encompassed by modern species.
The method of slaughter employed by the Paleo-Indians
at this site is not known. Investigation failed to reveal
any locations where a jump or fall could have operated. No
traces of posts forming a fence or corral were discovered
around the perimeters of the site despite extensive testing,
nor did the animals appear to have been driven into a swamp
or mire, for there was no evidence of churned earth in and
below the occupation layer.
According to Forbis, there was nothing to suggest
repeated occupation of the site. Judging by the bones, the
number of animals in the deposit was certainly no greater
than those which bison impounders of historic times could
dispatch in one drive. Forbis favours an occupation during
a season of relatively mild weather, because the winters in
that area must have been perilous.
Artifacts from the site consisted almost entirely of
projectile points and of such chipped stone items as were
useful in skinning and butchering large game animals. Some
of the cobbles used as hammer-stones showed only the vaguest
traces of use, and were not intentionally prepared as
artifacts. Nevertheless, it seems probable that these
cobbles were employed for smashing bone in order to secure
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marrow. There was no clear evidence that bone was used in
the manufacture of artifacts.
The projectile points of established Scottsbluff and
Alberta Paleo-Indian types varied so much in size that some
of them may well have served other purposes. Other
projectile points included a number of specimens too
fragmentary for assignment to any specific cultural group.
One corner-notched point lay above a bone fragment, three
inches above a biface that was clearly associated with the
bone bed and in the same geological stratum.
Montana
MacHaffie

Paleo-Indian points are found on the surface throughout the
state of Montana, east of the continental divide (Mulloy
1943, 1958; Mulloy and Lewis 1943; Forbis and Sperry 1952),
although to date, no Paleo-Indian bison kills have been
reported from Montana.
One important, stratified early man site was found near
Helena, Montana, and excavated under the direction of
Richard G. Forbis (Forbis and Sperry 1952). Although the
MacHaffie site is a camp rather than a bison kill site, its
importance lay in the fact that it confirmed the cultural
sequence of Folsom bison hunters followed by Scottsbluff
bison hunters, and also extended the range of known Folsom
and Scottsbluff cultures on the northwestern plains.
Wyoming
Finley

A number of Paleo-Indian sites have been found in Wyoming.
Among these are several bison kills and butchering sites
near Cody, Wyoming; hence the assignment of the name "Cody
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Complex" to the distinctive artifacts associated with these
sites.
Among the first Cody Complex sites found in Wyoming was
the Finley site near the town of Eden, Wyoming (Howard,
Satterthwaite and Bache 1941; Howard 1943).
Almost all the artifacts excavated were projectile
points, 24 of which were recovered, 16 of them in situ.
Wormington (1957: 126) classified these points as two types
of Scottsbluff, and eight of Eden, five with collateral
flaking and three with transverse flaking. A great many
bison bones, consisting almost entirely of lower limb bones
with a preponderance of foot bones, appeared to have been
intentionally split or broken. There was no species
identification.
Horner

The Horner site lies on a terrace near the confluence of
Sage Creek and the Shoshone River near the town of Cody.
Covering several thousand square feet, this site was a bison
kill and butchering area, and possibly a camp as well.
According to Wormington (1957: 127), the poorly preserved
remains of 180 bison were found. The species was not
identified. Many of the long bones were broken, probably to
obtain marrow, and other bones appear to have been used as
cutting or scraping tools.
Among the 210 artifacts recovered were some of the most
magnificent specimens of Scottsbluff and Eden points that
have been found. Other artifacts include scrapers, knives,
engraving tools, perforators, choppers, pounders and rubbing
stones.
No evidence of dwellings or prepared hearths was found,
but some burned areas existed where fires had been built.
Of special interest were shallow, lineally arranged pits dug
into the gravel of the terrace. These pits measured 12 to
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30 inches across at the top, narrowed toward the bottom, and
were about a foot deep. They may have been used for
storage. One radiocarbon date from charred bones averaged
6876 + 250 years B.P. (C-302); another from charcoal in a
heavily burned area that probably represents a hearth
averaged 6920 + 500 years B.P. (C-795; Libby 1955: 125).
James

Allen

The James Allen site (Mulloy 1959: 112-6) south of Laramie,
Wyoming, is a bison kill. The species of bison was not
determinable because the skulls were fragmentary, but it may
be either Bison occidentalis or Bison antiquus. About 15
animals were identified, probably all killed in a single
hunt. Apparently butchering was accomplished quickly and
involved stripping the flesh from the bones with minimum
disarticulation.
Associated with the animals was a distinctive type of
point which Mulloy has named the Allen point. Some
plano-convex scrapers found at the site suggest that at
least preliminary work on the hides was done at the kill
site. No evidence of fire or camping activity was uncovered
except for the very few partly charred bison bones from
which a radiocarbon date of 7900 + 400 years B.P. (M-304)
was obtained.
Agate

Basin

In the Agate Basin in Niobrara County in eastern Wyoming is
a bison kill which yielded lanceolate Agate Basin points.
Excavations at the site were made at various locations by
Frank Roberts in the late 1930s (Roberts 1943; 1951), by
George Agogino in 1959, and by Roberts with William Bass in
1962. Agogino called his part of the site the Brewster
site, but all of these locations are part of the Agate Basin
site.
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Bison leg bones predominated, but insufficient skull
material was recovered for speciation. Roberts originally
believed that the bison bones were those of modern bison,
but it is now thought that they are of an extinct species,
probably Bison antiquus.
Agogino divided the Brewster site into seven zones.
Three were sterile and four contained bison bones and
artifacts. Agogino traced the level containing Agate Basin
points to its point of intersection with the original Agate
Basin site, demonstrating contemporaneity. From this level
at the Brewster site, charcoal yielded a radiocarbon date of
8040 + 225 years B.P. (M-1131). The lowest culture-bearing
level at the Brewster site contained two Folsom points and
other artifacts, faunal remains, burned bone and charcoal.
The charcoal gave a radiocarbon determination of 10375 + 700
years B.P. (1-472).
Rell Gap

The Hell Gap site near Guernsey, Wyoming, is a very
important Paleo-Indian site (Agogino 1961: 258-60). A
distinctive Paleo-Indian projectile point has been named for
the locality. Hell Gap points are lanceolate forms that may
be considered to be stemmed because they have a marked
basal constriction.
The Hell Gap site consists of three separate localities
with only part of the complete cultural sequence present at
any one locality. Other problems of reconstruction result
from the coalescence of cultural strata in some areas while
they are quite distinct in others.
Preliminary investigation at the Hell Gap site revealed
a Hell Gap point in a layer containing charcoal which
produced a radiocarbon date of 8200 B.C. + 300 (A-500).
Subsequent investigation showed that the dated charcoal was
excavated from a spot where three layers with cultural
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remains had merged into one artifact-bearing level. The Hell
Gap complex itself is now thought to be considerably later,
fitting into a sequence at the site that begins with Folsom
culture followed sequentially by Midland, Agate Basin, Hell
Gap, Alberta and Cody Complex material radiocarbon dated at
6650 B.C. + 600 years B.P. (1-245) (Wormington and Forbis
1965: 22).
Central Plains
Colorado
Lindewneier

Site

After the initial discovery of Folsom culture in New Mexico
(Wormington 1957: 23), another site was eagerly sought to
place Folsom culture more specifically in the North American
chronological sequence and give more information about the
way in which Folsom people lived. The Lindenmeier site
(Roberts 1935; 1936; 1937) north of Fort Collins, Colorado,
excavated under the direction of Frank H.H. Roberts between
1934 and 1938, provided much of this information.
In a deep gully or arroyo, artifacts, animal remains
and charcoal occurred in a dark soil level overlaid by
alluvium up to 17 feet thick. Excavation exposed the piled
remains of nine or more bison (Bison antiquus) killed and
butchered at the site. Other remains were those of rabbit,
wolf, deer and extinct camel.
The large artifact assemblage included Folsom points
and two kinds of distinctive knives. Projectile points were
fluted and occurred in two forms, one that was long and
slender, and the other, relatively short and broad. They
were present in nearly equal numbers and may have been used
to hunt different types of game. Many knives in a variety
of forms were represented. One form resembled the points,
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but the ends were blunt. Another form was made on the
channel flakes removed during the fluting of the Folsom
points.
Scrapers varied in form and quality of workmanship.
Choppers, hammerstones and rubbing stones were present, but
there were no polished stone tools and no celts or true
axes. Stones covered with red pigment were recovered, and
two beads, one of hematite, the other of lignite, were
found. Gravers, possibly for carving bone, were made on
flakes, delicately worked to small needle-like tips. Worked
bone was used for the manufacture of perforators or awls,
for certain types of knives and flaking implements, tubular
beads and possibly spear points.
A radiocarbon date for the Folsom level obtained from
charcoal gave an age of 10,780 + 375 years B.P. (L-24a).
Olsen-Chubbuak

A good example of archaeological detective work was that of
Wheat (1967: 44-52) at the Olsen-Chubbuck site. This bison
kill site lies 16 miles southeast of the town of Kit Carson,
Colorado, below the northern edge of the broad valley of the
Arkansas River.
In 1957, wind erosion exposed five separate piles of
bones which subsequently came to the attention of the
archaeologists at the University of Colorado Museum.
Excavation exposed a continuous bed of bison bones lying in
the confines of a small east-west arroyo that had long been
buried. Where excavation ceased, the arroyo was some 12
feet wide and 7 feet deep, and the arroyo walls were
V-shaped in cross-section.
A deposit of bison bones filled the bottom of the
arroyo for more than 170 feet of its length. Remains of
nearly 200 buffalo of the species Bison occidentalis were
found in three distinct layers. The bottom layer (layer 3)
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consisted of 13 complete unbutchered skeletons. Butchering
was extensive in the upper layer and extended down into the
second layer of animals.
Paleo-Indian hunters apparently stampeded the bison
herd southward into the arroyo. Evidence is meagre that the
hunters controlled the drive after it was started, but the
projectile points found with the skeletons in the deepest
and most easterly part of the arroyo suggest that a flanking
party of hunters was stationed there. Also, since the bison
could have stampeded around the western end of the arroyo,
it seems likely that a flanking party was stationed on that
side of the herd as well.
Nearly all of the 27 artifacts recovered were
projectile points, mostly Scottsbluff and Eden points of the
Cody Complex but with Milnesand points represented. The
projectile points demonstrate the considerable range of
variation possible among the weapons of a single hunting
group. Other tools were spherical hammerstones, knives and
scrapers used in the butchering and hide-tanning process.
Nebraska
Scottsbluff
Bison Quarry
Perhaps the earliest excavation of a Cody Complex site on
the Great Plains occurred near Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
Called the Scottsbluff Bison Quarry (Barbour and Schultz
1932), it is the type site for Scottsbluff projectile
points. The site yielded bison bones embedded in a gravel
deposit from two to four feet thick, overlaid by silts and
sands and capped by loess. The bones, believed to be those
of Bison occidentalis, were associated with projectile
points of Scottsbluff types 1 and 2 (Wormington 1957: 267)
and a Plainview point. Other artifacts associated with the
bones were a plano-convex end scraper and three modified
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flakes.
Wormington (1957: 118) points out that the exact
provenience of the specimens was not known and there is no
certainty that the Scottsbluff points and the Plainview
point are of the same age.
Iowa
Simonsen

The Simonsen site (Frankforter and Agogino 1960), near the
community of Cherokee in northwestern Iowa, is part of the
Logan Creek Complex which existed about 6500 B.C. and
consists of bison kills and small campsites along small
streams. Diagnostics of the complex are relatively small
side-notched points, and side-notched scrapers found in both
kinds of sites.
The bone deposits at the Simonsen site indicated that a
small herd of at least 25 bison were either driven over a
cutbank or trapped on low-lying ground along the bank of the
Little Sioux River. A layer of bison bones at water level
was covered by 15 feet of soil. Presumably, the bison were
chased over the steep river bank, with some injury to many
of the milling animals which were then surrounded by hunters
and killed with spears (McKusick 1964: 62). Apparently
butchering was done at the site. Bones were shattered to
obtain marrow and fire hearths suggest that the meat was
roasted. The presence of hackberry seeds and plum pits
indicates that some food gathering was carried on during the
hunt, possibly for making pemmican. Two skulls were
sufficiently intact to determine that the animals were of
the species Bison occidental is.
From the level where side-notched points were uncovered
in direct association with Bison occidentalis remains,
charcoal was radiocarbon dated at 8430 + 520 years B.P.
(1-79).
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The Southern Plains
New Mexico
The Folsom

Site

Since the original discovery of Folsom culture in eastern
New Mexico in 1926, one of the emphases in North American
archaeology has been on the study of Paleo-Indian cultures.
The Folsom site, on a small, intermittent tributary of the
Cimarron River eight miles west of Folsom, New Mexico, was
discovered by a group of paleontologists from the Denver
Museum of Natural History in Colorado (Wormington 1957).
The bones of extinct bison with associated artifacts lay
under 4 feet to 13 feet of clay and gravel. The remains of
23 bison were uncovered of a species that was named Bison
taylor i, but later was changed to Bison antiquus figginsi
and is now known as Bison antiquus.
Nineteen Folsom points were found in association with
the bison remains. Folsom points are distinguished by their
fine flaking and the removal of a flute or groove from both
faces of the blade. Found on the high plains along the east
slope of the Rocky Mountains, they are reported from Alberta
and Saskatchewan as surface finds.
Texas
Lipscomb

Bison

Quarry

The Lipscomb Bison Quarry is another Folsom bison kill site
located southwest of the town of Lipscomb in western Texas
(Schultz 1943). There were 14 articulated bison skeletons
(complete with tail bones), and the nine skulls recovered
are like those found at the Folsom Quarry (Wormington 1957:
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40). Eighteen artifacts were found among the bones, and
four in the quarry talus. Included were Folsom points
closely resembling those at Lindenmeier, scrapers, channel
flakes and flakes probably used as knives.
Lubbock

On the edge of the Llano Estacado near Lubbock in western
Texas is the Lubbock site. Reported by Sellards (1952),
this Folsom bison kill was found in a pond deposit, about
four feet deep in an ancient, filled lake. Here, in
association with charred bison bones, were five Folsom
points, a side scraper and flaking debris. A perforator was
recovered at a lower level. The charred bison bones in the
Folsom level gave a radiocarbon date of 9883 + 350 years
B.P. (7933 + 350 B.C.; C-558).
Milnesand

Sellards (1955) reported bison bones associated with
artifacts at the Milnesand site on the Llano Estacado, about
three miles from Milnesand, New Mexico. Eventually, 400
square feet of undisturbed material were excavated to expose
the remains of at least 27 bison. Only fragments of the
skulls were preserved and the skeletons were in poor
condit ion.
Artifacts found in the bone bed included projectile
points and scrapers. Of these, 11 Milnesand points were
found in situ in the bone bed, and 12 were recovered from
the surface. Although the discovery near Colorado City,
Texas (Wormington 1957: 112) suggests that Milnesand is
contemporaneous with Plainview, at the Lime Creek site in
Nebraska, two points that closely resemble those found at
Milnesand were found in the same zone as a Scottsbluff
point. At the Olsen-Chubbuck site in southeastern Colorado,
Milnesand points were probably contemporaneous with
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Scottsbluff and Eden points. Milnesand points are found as
far east as Iowa and are also found in collections in
Alberta and Saskatchewan.
Plainview

In the high plains of northwestern Texas, the Plainview
bison kill was reported by Sellards, Evans and Meade in
1947. The bone bed, ranging in thickness from a few inches
to 1.5 feet, was found in a former stream channel at the
base of valley fill. At the top of the bone bed the bones
were more or less broken, while at lower levels and at the
bottom, the bones were usually complete and often
articulated. About 100 bison skeletons were concentrated in
an area about 60 feet long and 4 feet to 10 feet wide. The
bones evidently accumulated in a shallow waterhole or pond
within a former creek channel. At the location of the bone
bed, the channel abutted the valley wall and there was
probably a low, steep bluff bordering the south side of the
waterhole. Stampeding bison attempting to cross the stream
at this point might easily have fallen in as they descended
the bluff and been trampled by the remainder of the herd.
Although the accumulation of so many bones in a small
area may have been gradual over several months or even
several years caused by hunters stalking animals at a
waterhole, a preferred hypothesis is that they were driven
over a bluff. The stacking of the bones with the broken
bones at the top, and the complete and often articulated
bones at the bottom of the deposit is very similar to the
situation at the Olsen-Chubbuck site. There, bison at the
upper level of the deposit were heavily butchered while
those in the lower part of the deposit were not butchered
and the skeletons were complete and articulated. The
Plainview site probably represents a single kill. Based on
the presence of foetal skeletons like those at
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Olsen-Chubbuck, the k i l l probably occurred in the l a t e
spring or e a r l y summer.
A r t i f a c t s from the bone bed included eight Plainview
p o i n t s , one rechipped Plainview p o i n t , nine p r o j e c t i l e point
fragments, two snub-nosed end s c r a p e r s , six side scrapers
and a flaked knife or s c r a p e r .
Bonfire

Shelter

To date, Bonfire Shelter (Dibble and Lorrain 1968) is the
earliest buffalo jump in North America. The site is about
15 miles from the confluence of the Pecos and Rio Grande
rivers near the hamlet of Langtry, Texas.
The site is under a 320-foot long overhang which was
probably undercut by a meandering stream when the canyon
floor was at a higher level. Large stone blocks in front of
the overhang resulted from roof collapse prior to human
occupation. At the southern end of the shelter, a cone of
talus built up about 17 feet above the shelter floor below a
deep, narrow and nearly vertical cleft in the canyon wall.
The cleft, about 35 feet deep, appears crucial to the bison
drive since the major concentrations of bone were around the
base of the cone.
Three stratigraphically separated bone beds were
recognized. Bone bed 3, containing the latest and most
extensive cultural layers, was the most massive deposit of
bison bones (Bison bison). As in bone bed 2, this deposit
resulted from the bison being driven off the cliff and on to
the talus cone below. Based on the excavated sample, the
bison population is estimated at 800 buffalo killed
throughout the total site area. Lorrain accepts a single
drive as responsible for the bone layer, but Dibble (Dibble
and Lorrain 1968: 48) believes it unlikely that such a large
number of animals would have been killed in a single drive.
Bone bed 3 gave no evidence of visually separable components
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and the bones were badly burned, so the argument of a single
drive is supported; but it is also possible that the bones
could have resulted from more than one drive separated by
relatively short periods of time (Dibble and Lorrain 1968:
48) .
Artifacts in this level were mostly projectile points
similar to Pelican Lake points from the northern plains,
blade and knife fragments, a side scraper, a hammerstone,
three possible hammerstones and worked and unworked flakes.
Charcoal samples (Tx 106 and Tx 131) from this level
provided an average radiocarbon date of 2645 + 75 years
B.P.
On the southern side of the talus cone, bone bed 2
revealed three distinct layers of bone. The lower and upper
layers were separated by a thin band of heavily charred,
fragmented bone and carbon-stained silt. This
stratification is significant because it demonstrates
multiple drives that suggest knowledge of luring and
driving, basic requirements for conducting successful bison
drives. Whether stone, dung or brush fences and a corral
were associated with the Paleo-Indian drive at Bonfire
Shelter cannot be inferred from the present evidence,
however.
In bone bed 1, the earliest bone deposit, are large
stones of a size capable of serving as hammerstones or
anvils. Angular bone scraps were scattered around one stone
as if they had been broken over it. In addition, the
presence of charcoal flecks strongly suggests associated
human activity. Bones were those of late Pleistocene
herbivores, including Proboscidea, Camelops, Equus, and
bison. Perhaps significantly, no carnivores were
represented.
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